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Abstract 

We [annulate two famili es of exactly solvable models, colored vertex models 

and gl(MJN) vertex models. In association with these so.Jvable models, we discuss 

construction of two families of topological invarian ts, Unk polynomial rela.ted to 

rep resentations of the ~che Lie superaJgebra gi(MJN), and multivariable invariants 

of colored oriented links and trivalent colored graphs generaliziltg the multi variable 

Alexander polynomial. We derive rep resentations of the braid group and st.ate mod

els for the (one-variable) Alexander polyMmial from the gi(MJN) vertex and IRF 

(Interaction Round a Face) models. We discuss fusion models of gl(MJN) vertex 

and IRF models, and give liltk in variants related to th e fusion models. From th.e 

colo red vertex models we construct the colored link in var iants througlt tangle di

agrams. We derive the braid matrices [or th e colored Un k invariants from roots 

of unity representations of Uq(s/(2)). Using the Clebsclt-Gordan co fficients of the 

roots of unity representation of f!q(s/(2)), we formulate exact ly solvable vertex mod

els and IRF models related to the colored link invariants. We construci invariants 

of fr amed graphs (Libbon graphs) associated with the colored link polynomials. 
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Part I 

gl(mln) Solvable Models and 

Link Polynomials 

1 Introduction 

His known that classification of knots and liaks is a <lifficult and unsolved problem 

ia topology. There has been given no explicit and systematic method to determine 

whether any given two kn ots are equivalent or not. To pologi.cal invaria11ts suclt as 

link polynomials are important in classification of knots and links. We call a Laurent 

polynomial link polynomial if it is a topological invariant of knots and links. 

In many physical systems, we encounter knotted configurations of string- like ob

jects. For example, we meet with those of polymers, vor tex lines, and dislocations, 

etc .. The effec ts of entanglements are important in the thermodynamic properties 

of the systems, because they cau severely restrict the availa,ble degrees of fr eedom 

in the configuration spaces. In order to study knotted con fi gurations, we can use 

topological i:!lVariants of b10ts and llnks, in particular , Uuk polynomia]s. In s tatisti

cal pltysics the Alexauder polynomial has been applied to analyses a[ entanglement 

problems of polymers. For example, knot ting probability oL seli-avoiding random 

walks has been estimated through compute r siumlation using the Alexander poly

nomial. [9 8] 

It has been shown by many researchers that topological invariants o( k1wts and 

links and represen lations of the braid group are closely related to various interest

ing branches o[ mathematics and theore tical physics suclt as quantum groups, c· 
algebra, confor.mal field th eo ries, topological quan tum fi eld theory, quantwn gravity 

and exactly solvable models. [100,94,60,41,79 ,69,99,86,6] From tl1e viewpoint of ex

actly solvable lattice models in statistical mechanics we can slww that the par tition 

functions of the models correspond to link polynomials. We call solution a[ the 

Yang-Baxter relation exactly solvable model. 

After the discovery of tl1 e Jones polynomial , [51] link polynomials have been 

studied in .mauy different f1 elds . From the solutions of the Yang-Baxter relation link 

polynomials and representations of the braid group were derived. [3 ,4.] From the 

vertex models related to simple Lie algebras the representations of the braid group 
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corresponding to the HOliJFLY polynomial [39 ,78] and the Kauffman polynomial 

[56] were obtained. [9 5] The represen tations of the braid group were systematically 

discuss d from th e q·uantum groups. [80,59] From topological quantum fi eld theory 

invariants of t hree dimensional manifolds we re constructed. [99] 

The Alexander polyno mial vanishes for disconnected links. We note th at the 

Jones polynomial does not h ave this property. The representations of tlte braid 

group related to the fini te dimensional representations of the simple Lie algebras 

do not lead to link polynomials that have the vanishing property. Thus we can not 

der i,·e the Alexander polyn.omial from the represen tations o[ tne braid group related 

to the finit e dimensional representations of tne simple Lie algebras. 

In this paper we discuss two families of li11k i.Itvariants, multivariable polynomial 

invariatlls o[ colored oriented links and (one-variable) link polynomials related to 

rep resentations of the the Lie superalgebra gl(m[n). The form er famil y gives gener

alization o[ the multivariable Alexander polynomial. T he latter gives state models 

[ot HOMFLY polynom·ial including the case of th e Alexander polynomial , and ex

tensions of them into those related to higher representations o[ gi(M[N). Both the 

two families of link invaria.nts are generalizations of the (one-variable) Alexander 

polynomial. Tlte braid matrices for the two families of invariants can be consid

ered as generalizations of the R matrix associated with the algeb ra g/(1[1). The 

rnnltivariable invariants and the link polyn omials associated with representa.tions o{ 

gl(m[m) also have the vanishing property. We generalize the invaria nts of colored 

links into multivariable invariants of colored ribbon graphs. 

Tltis pape r consists of tlnee parts. (1) In part I we show the iollowing. We derive 

representations o( th e braid group and sta.te models for the Alexand.er polynomial 

(rom tile gl(m[n) vertex and IRF models. We discuss fu sion models o{ gl(m[n) vertex 

and JRF mod els associated wi th representations o[ the Lie superalgebra gl(m[n) , 

and formulate link invariants related to tiLe fusion mod els. (2) In part II we discuss 

const ru ction of multi variable invariants of colored links wh ich give generalizations of 

tiLe mu ltivariable Alexand er polynomial. The co lored link invariants are associated 

with the colored braid matrices and the colored vertex models . vVe introduce the 

colored vertex models. (3) In part III we show t.hat the colored braid matrices are 

derived from tiLe universal R matrices of Uq(s/(2)) at q roots of unity. From roots 

of llnily represen tations of Uq(s/(2)) we constmct the colored vertex models and 

IRF models corresponding to th e colored link invariants. Throllgh ·th e Clebsch

Gordan coefficients of the roots of unity rep resentations we construct ribbon graph 
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invaria.nts related to the colored link polynomials. 

2 Exactly solvable models and the braid group 

2.1 Vertex and IRF models in statistical mechanics 

We introduce two types of solvable models , ver tex models and IRF models, in two

dimensiotLal statistical mechanic. [12] Models whose Boltzmann weights satisfy the 

Yang-Baxter relation are called to be solvable. The Yang-Baxter relation gives a 

sufficient condition [or the fact that the transfer matrices of the model mutually 

commute. In this sense it gives tlte solvability of the model. There are various 

methods to calculate phys.ical quantities (free energy, one-poi.Itt function , etc.) for 

the solvable models, such as Bethe ansatz method, corner transfer method , inversion 

method, etc .. [12 ,6] 

Let us introduce vertex models. The Boltzman11 weight (statistical weight) 

Xj'(u) of a vertex mod el defined is for a configuration {a,b,c,d}. 

Fig.2.1.1 

Here th e parameter u is called spectral parameter wh iclt controls the anisotropy 

(and strength) of tlt e interactions for tile model. The Yang- Baxter relation {or 

vertex models is givett by 

(2.1.1) 

Let us define an operator X(u) E End(V ® V) for vertex modeJs, which is 

a constructi.on unit ('building block') of th e diagonal-to-diagonal transfer matri_x. 

[12] 

X(u) = L Xj(u)eac ® ebd, (2.1.2) 
abc4 

(2 .1.3) 

Let tile symbol I denote th e identity matrix of the size N. We defirte X,(u) E 

End(®n V) by 

X,(u) = J ( l ) ® ... ®(H) X(u) ® j (i+2) ® ... ® j(nl. (2.1.4) 
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Eqnivalently we l1 ave 

(2.1.5) 

We recall that the operators {X,(u)} act on th e tensor product space y (l) ® v<
2l ® 

... ® y(uJ. In t rms of the operators X;(u) the Yang-Baxter relation i written as 

foll ows. 

X;(u)X,+ 1(u + v)X,(v) 

X,(u)X1 (v) 

X;+ 1(v)X;(u + v)X;+J(u), 

Xj(v)X;(u), li- jl ::>: 2. (2.1 .6) 

his remarked that \he opera\Or X(u) is equivalent to the R matri.x R(u) in 

the contexts of the quantum groups and the quantu.m inverse scattering m et hod. 

Usually we have X(u) = R(u) = "R(u), where "is the permutation operator such 

iltat 1r(e1 0 e2) = e2 ® el. 

Almost aU known solvable verte" models satisfy the following relations, whiclt 

we call basic relations. 

1) standard initial condition 

(2.17) 

Here p(O) is a constant . 

2) first inversio n relation (un itarily conditiolt) 

(2.1 .8) 
mp 

wh ere the furtction C( u) is related to the normalization of th e Boltzmann weights 

and often can be written as C(u) = p(u)p(-u). 

3) Secon.d inversion relation 

I: X.;;''(,\+ u)Xt~J>.- u)h(m)/h(c) = C(u)6.,6bd (2.19) 
mp 

We shall see the basic re lations and the Yang-Baxter relatio.n are related to 

the local moves on link diagrams, the Reidemeiste.r moves in knot theory. We can 

construct invariants of links itt terms of oriented tangles. 

Let us introduce IRF (Irtteraction Round a Face) models. The Boltzmann weight 

of an lRF model w(a, b, c, d; u) is defined on a configuratimt {o., b, c, d} round a face . 

Fig.2 .1.2 
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IRF mod Is have con traints on th e configurations. The symbol b - a means 

that th e "spin" b is admissible to the "spin" a und er the constraint of the model. If 

th e conditions b- a, a-d, b- c and c- dare all satisfied, then the configuration 

{a, b, c, d} in Fig. 2.1.2 is called to be allowed. The Boltzmann weights for not

allowed configurations are set to be 0. For TRF models Lhe Yang-Baner relation i 

written as 

I: w(b, d, c,a; u)w(d, e, !, c; u + v)w(c. J, g, a; v) 

I: w(d, e, c, b; v)w(b, c,g, a; u + v)w(c, e, f,g; u) (2.1.10) 

The Yang-Baxter relation for verte.-.;: models and IRF models is written in the 

same [onn as (2.1.6) in terms of ihe Yang-Baxter operators for IRF models. The 

transfer matrix of TRF model is de fined on the llilbert space [5] which cons ists of 

admissible s quen.ces of local states : {f,;i;+ 1 - f;, (i = o, ... n- 1)}. [12 ,6] We call 

the admissible sequence and the Hilbert space as path and. path space, respectively. 

We introduce Yang-Baxter operator [12 ,6] actiJtg on the i-th site of the path space 

in th e following: 

~1 • 

{X;}~: :::t:(u) =IT or; ·w(k;,Pi+l·P,P·-tiU). IT 6f'. 
j::O j:::::i+l J 

(2.J.J l) 

We recall t hat the Yang-Baxter operator X;(u) is acons\ucLion unit (building block) 

of transfer matri.-.;: of the IRF model. 

2.2 B raids and closed bra ids 

We introduce braids and the braid group. [15] The braid group B. is defined by a 

set of generators, b1 , · · ·, bn-l which satis fy 

li- il ::>: 2. (2.2.1) 

It is known that any o riented link can be expressed by a closed braid. The 

eq uivalent braids eJ.-p ressiJtg th e same wtk are mutually transfonned by a fin.ite 

seque.nce a·{ two types of operations, Markov moves I and II. The ·Markov trace 

¢(-) is a linear func tional on the representalio tt of the braid group which have the 

foll owing p ropert ies (tlte Markov properties): 

I . ¢(AB) = ¢(BA), (2.2.2) 
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II. 

wltere 

qi(Ab,) 

¢(Ab;,-1
) 

r¢(A), 

ft/!(A) , 

r = ¢(b,), f = <J!(b-;- 1 
), for a.U i. 

From rhe lllarkov trace we obtaitt a liJtk polynomial a{) a.s [6] 

(2.2 .3 ) 

(2.2.4) 

(2.2 .5) 

Here e(A) is tlte exponen t sum of b;'s in the braid A, which is equivalent to the writ!t e 

of th e link diagram. For instance, if A= bJb22b3b) 1
, th en e(A) = •1- 2 + 1 - l = 2 

2.3 Derivation of braid matrix 

T he braid operato r G;(+) , the inverse operator G,(-) and the id entity operator I 

are given by 

G;(±) 

I 

.~~~X;(±u)f p(±u), 

X;(O). 

(2.3.]) 

(2.3.2) 

Here the functi on p(u) is related to the normalization of the Boltzmann weights 

o( the model. The functio:n is appeared in the inversion relatio ns discttssed in 

the previous subsect ion. The limit u -----> oo (more precisely, an infinite limit in 

a certain djrection it) the complex u-plane) requires that the Boltzman.n weights be 

parametri zed by hyperboLi c (trigonometric) fwtct.ions. 

We define th e matrix elements of th e braid operator by the following. 

G~(±) = .l~llJ., X~j(±u)f p(±u). (2.3.3) 

Tl1 e braid opera·tor constructed (rout the operator X;( u) is given by 

G;(±) = L G~(±)J( I ) ® · ·- 0 e~i2 0 e~+l) ® I (i+
2

) 0 · · · 0 1(")_ (2.3.4.) 

abed 

In the operator form we have 

G;(±) = T 0 · · · 0 G(±) 0 · · · 0 I, i = 1, · ·- , n- 1. (2.3.5) 

Th e operato rs {G,(±)} gi>·e representation of th e braid group: B,.-----> End(0 1' ") , 

wh ere the space v is given by v = cd and d is the dimension. 
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2.4 Construction of the Markov trace 

We discu ss const ru cti on of th e Markov tr ace 011 th e representations of the bra.id 

group derived !rom the solvable models. The Markov \race takes the following form 

[6] 

¢(.4.) 
TI(H(n)A.) 
Tr(H(n)) ' A<B,, 

H(n) = h(l) 0 · · · 0 h(») (2.4.1) 

The quan tity h(p) is nothing but iiLe crossing multiplier of the model in the 

second inv rsion relation. We present sufficient COJ!d itions for the Markov properties 

explicitly. We can show that the trace¢(·) defined in is the Markov trace by prov ing 

for the Markov proper ty I tiLe "charge conservation" proper ty and for the Markov 

piOperty II the following conditiollS: 

(indep endent of a). (2.4 .2 ) 

The r- factors are related to x(±) as f /r = x(-)/x(+). 

Most of the solvable models !rom wlticlt we can derive braid matrices and the 

Markov trace have the extended Markov trace property, which is an extensio n ol 

th e Markov trace property with finit e spect ral pa,rameter. 

I: x:t(u)h(b) = h(u; 1))p(u) 
b 

( independent of a), 

where we call the fwtcl ion h( u.; 17) clta.racteristic function. 

(2.4 .3) 

We note that the form of the Markov trace (2.4. .1) is discussed in references 

[3 ,95], and is consistent witlt the representations o( tlt e quantum groups. [80,82] 

Our approach to the Markov trace is ba.sed on the basic relations of solvable models, 

in particul n the crossing multiplier in the second inversion relation. We Citft apply 

the approach to the elliptic vertex models such as th e 8 vertex model and th e z. 
Baxter model (Belavin model) . 
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3 gl (JVI IN) vertex model 

3.1 Lie superalgebra gl(M\N) 

We briefly introdnce the noti on o[ the Lie superalgeb ras. [54] A Lie superalgebra is 

a Z
2
-graded algebra over C. We define parity p(A) of a11 element A by 

p(A) = 

The bracket given by 

{ 

0, 

J , 

if A is bosonic, 

if A is ferrnionic. 

[r!, B)= AB- (- l)p(A)p(BJBA 

satis·fi es tl1 e super-Jacobi identity: 

( - l)p(A)p(C) [A, [B, CJ] + ( - 1)P(B)p(A)[B, [C, A]] 

+ ( -l)p(C)P\Bl[C, [A , BJ] = 0. 

We define tenso r product A ® B with the induced grading: 

(3. l.l ) 

(3.1.2) 

(3.1.3) 

(31 .4) 

Let us introduce th e Lie superalgebra gi(MIN). The generators {Eb} of gl(M IN) 

satisfy th e defitting relations 

(3.15) 

The parity of the generator Eg is given by p(Eb) = p(a) + p(b). The Carlan 

subalgebra of the gl(l\IIN) is given by gi(.M) $ gi(N). We clwose th e generators 

E:, (1 S a S M + N) as the basis o( the Carlan algebra. Every finit e dimensional 

irred ucible gi(MJN) modules are uniquely cl1aracterized by th eir ],jghest weights A. 

[54] We can write the higltest weight as 

M+ N 

A= I: >.Je,, 
J=l 

(3.1.6) 

where (c;, t 1 ) = u;8ij· 

The Lie super a1gebra has even roots and odd roots. [54] Hereafter in this sub-

section we assume for simplicity th at p(a) = 0 i[ 1 ~ a ~ M and p(a) = l if 
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M + l Sa$ M + N. The set of even positive roots <J?(j and the set o ( odd positive 

roots <J?;j are gi ven by the foll owin g . 

il?+ 
0 

<l?-
0 

{E;- E1 ll $ i < j $ M or M + 1 S i < j S M + N), 

{E; - <1 11 $ i $ M, M + 1 $ j $ M + N}. (3.1.7) 

The symbols Po and P1 denote half the sum of even positive roots and odd positive 

roots, respec tively. 

Po = 
1 m 1 M+N 

2 I:Cm + l- 2j )E1 + 2 I: (2M + N + 1- 2j)E1, 
J=l j =m+l 

n m 1n M+N 

P l = ? I: Ej - ? I: Er 
... J=l "" J=m+1 

(3.1.8) 

We defin e "half th e su m of positive roots" p by 

P=Po -PJ· (3.1.9) 

3.2 Vertex rnodels associated with gl(M\N) 

Let us introduce a family of solvable vertex models associated with gi(MIN). [88, 

24,27] Th.e models are gil'en in the case lB in Rei.[88]. We i1tl!oduce a se t of signs 

{ u;} 

u.=(-1)"(•), for a=I,·--, .M +N. (3 .2.1) 

The number of positive (resp. negative) signs is given by ]If (resp. N). Here we do 

not assume that p(a ) = 0 ill $ aS 111 and p(a) = 1 if .M + 1 Sa S M + N. 

For any set of signs {u;} we have a solution of the Yang- Ba..xter relation. The 

Boltzmann weights are given as follows: 

X~(u) 

x;t(u) 

sinh(1J- u.u)f sinh 'f/, 

sinh ufsjn h 1J, (a I b) 

exp(sign(a - b)u) (a of b). (3.2 .2) 

Here 1) is a parameter and the edge variables a and b take values 1, 2, ... , M + N. 

The models have the charge conservation property: w(a, b, c, d; u) = O, unless ii+b = 

c+d. Here ii represents 'charge ' of the state a, whiclt is vector-valued in generaL The 

Boltzmann weights satisfy tl1e re fl ection symmetry w(a,b,c,d;u) = w(c,d,b,a;u). 

They also satisfy the standard initial cond ition and the inversion relation. 
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1) sta.ttdard initial condition 

2) first inversion r cla.tion (unitarily condition) 

~ x~~p(u)x;:;"c -u) = p(u)p( -u)6ac8bd, 
mp 

where p(u) = sinh('TI- u)f sinh 7). 

3) Second inversion relation 

~ x_~m(>, + u)Xt~.(>.- v.)h(m)/h(c) = C(u)6ac6bd, 
mp 

where h(a) is given by 

,-1 

h(j) = u; exp{'l(~ 2uk + U;- 77l + n)}, for j = 1 .. · M + N. 
k=1 

(3.2.3) 

(3.2.4) 

(3.2.5) 

(3 .2.6) 

The model for the case (u1 , u2) = (1, - 1) (and (-1 ,1)) corresponds to the free fermion 

6-venex mod el. [91] We note that by changing l ite sign of the spectral parame

ter as u ~ -u and changi.ng signs in the Boltzmann weights as w( a, b, b, a; v.) ~ 
-w(a,b,b,a;u) (a 1 b), the models for (-1,-1) and (-1, 1) are trans formed into th ose 

for (1,1) and (1,-1), respectively. ForM+ N > 2, the two cases: u; = 1 (lor aU i) 

and u, = -1 (for all i) are the ll-1-state vertex. models associated with sl("'l). [88 ,17] 

We ·introduce graded permutatiorl operator -;r, as 

(3.2.7) 

where 
(3 .2.8) 

T he R-mat lix R(u) in the context of the qu ant um inverse scattering metl10d is 

related to tl1e Yang-Ba..xter operator X(u) as 

The matri x elements R~(v.) satisfy tl1c graded Yang-Baxter relation 

R;,:(u) R~(u + v)R~(v)( - 1)p(b)p(c)+p(a)p(k)+ p( i )p(j) 

Rb:;( v) R~i( V. + v)Rk~( u)(- 1 )p(o)p(b)+p(i)p(c)+p(j)p(k). 
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(3.2.9) 

(3.2. 10) 

By resca)j_ttg the variables as u --> w, ry ~ €7) and taking llte limit: E ____, 0, we 

derive a rational solution of the Yang-Ba..'.::ter relatiolt from the vertex model The 

Yang-Baxter operator X';(u) for the rational solution h as the form 

}(;(u) =I-:".,., 
11 

(3.2.11) 

Here r. , is the graded permutation operator The rational solu lion for the R-matrix 

satisfies the graded Yang-Baxter relation (3.2 .10). 

3.3 gl(j\1lN) Represent a tions of t he Heeke algebra 

T he An type Heeke algebra Hn(g) is generated by the generators {1, 91, · · ·, 9n-d 

with the defi ning relations given i:n th e following. [51] 

g,g; (1 - g2)g; + q2 I, 

9;9• for li- il ~ 2. (3.3.1) 

If we define operators A; (i = 1, · · · n- 1) by 9; = I - gA;, th en th e operators 

satisfy the relations: 

A;A;HAi -A; 

A,A·, (q + g-')A;, 

AjA i for li- il :2: 2. (3.3.2) 

Here we have introduced a parameter t by t = exp 21). We note th at, for the case 

gl(2IO), {A;} satisfy the Temperley-Lieb alge bra. [9 3] 

We consttuct representations of th e Heeke algebra from the vertex mode l related 

to the Lie super algebra gi(M[N) . (27] We apply the formula (2.3 .1) to the vertex 

nto de.l (3.2.2), tl1 en we l1 ave the followi ng braid matr ices: [24.] 

G~~(+) { for (]0. = 1, 
= 

-t for (]a=-], 

G~g( +) { 0 for a< b, 

1- t for a> b, 

G~(+) -tl /2, for a I b. (3.3.3) 

Here a variable tis defined by t = q2 = exp(27J). We call th e reptesentation gi(M[N) 

represe ntation of the braid group. 
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The braid matrices of the gl( MIN) representations have only two eigenvalu es l 

a11d -t, and therefo re they satisfy the defining relations of the Heeke algebra. Tltus 

we ha,·e see.u that the Heeke algebra also appears in the braid matrices associated 

with the Lie superalgebra gi(MJN). 

By taking the limit 'I~ 0 we derive the graded permutation operator from the 

representation of the braid gran p Thus the braid operator i a q-anaJog of th e graded 

permu tal ion operator. 

R cetttly the gi( M JN) representations of the Heeke algebra have been studied 

from the viewpoints of i11tegrable spin chains [68] and represeJttation th eory of specht 

modules [34]. In th ese contexts the following proposi tion is usefu l for the study o[ 

th.e gi(MJN) represeJttalion. 

Proposi tion 3.1 {68} The gl(M]N) repre>entation conta·ins every irreducible rep

res ntation of H,.(q) with multiplici!y at least one, except those associated to par

tition shapes contait<ing as a subdiagram the rectangular diagram of height M + 1 

and width N + J. 

3.4 Fusion of the vertex model associated with gl(MIN) 

We discuss construction of fusion models of the gi(.M\N) vert ex. model , which aJe 

vertex models associated wilh l1igher dimensional represe ntations of gi(MJN). By 

constructing the "affi nizatiou." of the finite dim ensional rep.resentations of Uq(gi(MJN)) 

we can construct the fu sion models of the gi(M ]N) vertex model. Jn th.is approach 

we follow the cases of the simple Lie algebra i11 ref. [46]. As far as the finite dimen

sio nal representations are concerned, th e "fusion method" through th e generalized 

Young operators (primitive idempotents) gives another equivalent approach to th e 

fusion models . [27 ,34] For both the "affinization" and the fusion approaches, con

st ru ction of fusion model is essen t.ially related to the properties of the generalized 

Young operators of the Heeke algebra. For gi(M\N) fu sion m odels we can show th e 

followillg proposition. 

Proposition 3.2 {34} The gi(MJN) fusion model is trivial if th e shape of the Young 

diagram fM the projection operators of the model contains as a subdiagram the 

rectangular diagram of height M + 1 and width N + I. 

Let us disc uss construct ion of co1nposite models by th e fusion method in terms 

of the exactly solvable models and tlte Heeke algebra. (32,35] Tltese models are spe

cial cases of generalized inhomogeneous models co nsistent with the Z-utvariance. 
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[13,64,62] ln the following discussion we use only one property that the Ya11 g

Ba..xter operator X ,(u) for th e ,·ertex. model has two eige nvalu es, more precisely, 

has quadratic minimal polynomial. From this property th e Yang-Baxter operator 

becomes projection operator when the spectral parameter u = ±11 (see also [35]). 

A;= X;(u = fl). (3.4.1) 

Using the operator A; the Yan g-Ba..xter operator X;(u) for th e vertex model is 

written as 

where 

X;(u) = p(u) (I+ f(1•)A;), 

f(u) 

p( u) 

sinh u 

sinh('l- u)' 

siuh('l- u) 
sinlt 'I 

(3.4.2) 

(34.3) 

(3.4..4) 

We consider the generators of tlte Heeke algebra as generalized Young operators . 

[44 ,32,34] If we define 

pf•ym,2] = X;(u = -ry)/(tl/2 + ~-1/2), -

.P,!an<;,2] = X,(u = ry)/(tl/2 + t-l/2 ), 

(3.4.5) 

(3.-1.6) 

then P['""''21 and P,lan<>,2] are the projectors with one row and one colu mn, respec

tively. HeJeafter we write P,i'ym,k] as plkJ, where p. = [sym, k] conesponds to th e 

weight with the Dynkin coefficients p. = (k, 0, · ·., 0). The projectors p[k] corre

spo ndin g to the Young diagram with one row (k boxes) are recursively giveJL by 

(H.7) 

Note that k is the number of strings in a composite string. The identity J(k) is give11 

by 
Jlk] = plk] plkJ ... .P.[k] 

l k+J (n-l)k+J · 
(3.4 .8) 

Usin.g the projectors we construct composite Yang-Baxter operators {Y/k](u); fori= 

1,- · · ,n} as [32 ,35] 

(3.4.9) 

where 
k 

tpl(u) = IT X;k+m-j(U- (k- j- m + 1)'1). (3.4.10) 
m=l 
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For example in the case of 2 strings (k = 2) it is given by 

}~[ZJ(u) = PJ;~ 1 PJ~Lx2,(u -1])Xz,-t(u)Xzi+t(u) 

xXz,(u + 17)PJ;~ 1 pJ~~~ 
Xzi-1(-1J)Xzi+I(-1J)Xz;(u -1])Xzi-t(u) 

xXzi+l(u)Xz;(u + 77). (3.4.11) 

The composite ope rators act on the composite space which is constructed by apply

ing the id entity ope rator J[k] to th e space v(l ) ® v(z) ® ... ® v (kn) 

The cornposite model of the fr ee fer mion model is equivalent to the free fermion. 

model it elL We note that for the free ferm ion model th e dim en ions of the igenspaces 

for the projection operato rs piS] and pl-41 are both equal to 2. Therefore by th e 

method of composition the di.mensions of the edge variables do no\ increase. 

4 gl(NII JV) IRF models 

4.1 The Boltzmann weights and basic relations 

We shall define unrestricted IRF models associat~d with th e fundamental repre

sentations of gl(i\JIN) aJtd sl(MIN). For the IRF models, the weight lattice {or 

local stales are different. The difference is related to tlte supertraceless cond.ilion 

aJtd important in the case m = n. Tlte sl(MIN) lRF models are independently 

constructed by Deg uclti and Fuj ii, and by Okado. [33,74] 

We assign a local state va.riable to each site o-f the lattice. The Bol tzmann 

weights of IRF models ate defined for the configtttations o-f the local state variables 

round a face . For the four state variabl es a, b,c, d assigned counte rclockwise round 

a face (a plaquette iu. a square lattice), we write th e Bolt•mann weight as 

(4.J.J) 

Here the variable u is the spectral parameter. The local state a takes values in 

the (Jvf + N) dimensional vector space as (a!,az, ... aM+N)· We introduce con

st raints 011 the local state variables a, b, c, d, counterclockwise rDILnd a face. For 

gl(MIN) and sl(MIN), the symbol u" denotes the parity of the s uffi:x Jl., which 

takes +1 or - J. Let a set S be the set of vectors related to the fundam ental 
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representations of sl(MIN) (gl(MIN)). [20] For gi(AfiN) the set S is given by 

{e1,e2, ... ,eM+N}, where e1,e2, .. . ,e.1.1+N arc linearly independ e11t. Fo r sl(MIN), 

the vectors { el, ez, ... 'e,\f+N} have a condition: I: (I"'" = 0. Hereafter we shall 

sometimes use notation e" = jL. The Boltzmann weight of the lR.F model is set to 

be zero unless b- a,d - a,c- d and c- bare the weight vectors in the sei S. 

We introduce a short-handed symbol as follows , 

[x] = &,(nfL) . (4.1.2) 

llere Lis a fi:xed constant, 01(u) is the Jacobi 's elliptic function and pis its nome, 

el(x,p) = 2p~ sinx fi (1- 2pkcos2x + p2k)(l- pk). (4.1.3) 
k=l 

The Boltzmann weights of the unrestricted models associated with the vector rep

resentations of gl(AIIN) and sl(MIN) are given in the following: 

( o+; 
1·] 

[1 + <Ip1L] 
W a a+ 211 -[l_]_ 

a+Jl 

(4.1.4) 

+ a+Jl 

1·] 
[apv- u] 

a+ft+v ~ 
a+Jl 

(·!.1.5) 

+ a+v 

•H+' 1•] [u][apv- 1] 
[1J[a""J · 

a+Jl 

(4.l.6) 

We assume that the quantities {apv} in the Boltzmann weights sa tisfy the following 

relations: 

-ayJJ 1 and 

ap.v + aiJDrcp.- av8t<v· 

We may write a"" in the following way. 

Here w0 is an arbitrary anlisymmetric N x N matri_x. 
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(4.1.7) 

(4.J .8) 

( 4.1.9) 



It is no t diffic ult to see tha t ii a"" satisfy the relations (4. 1.8), then th e Boltz

man n weights given in [?] satisfy the Yang-Ba:der relation. 

(0.10) 

It is remarked that the IRF model [or sl(2) is nothing but th e 8VSOS model 

[11], and that the !RF model [or si( M) ( = si(M,O)) is the unrestr icted A~11{_ 1 JRF 

[50] model. 

These I R.f models sa tisfy the following fundamental rela tions. 

(l) T he standard initial condition 

w(o,b,<,d(o "0)" W ( d : +" o) d,, 

Here Oab is th e Kronecker delta. 

(2) The inversion relation 

Here we hav set 

( ) 
_ [l + u][1 - u] 

Pl u - (1]2 . 

(3) The second inversion relations 

llete we have set 

1/l(a) ¢(a) II [a.P- w.Pr·u, , 
•<p 

1 
w,p = 2(a.- ap) r/J(a +if.)!¢( a)= up , 

P2(u) 
[u][- 2A- u] 

[1f 
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(U.ll) 

(<1.1.12) 

(4.1.13) 

(4.1.15) 

(4.1.16) 

(4.1.17) 

The constant ). is given by 

A= (i\1- N)/2 (11.1~) 

The TRP models have "gauge" symmetry. The Yang- Baxter relation is invariant 

under th e following transformation. 

w( b 1)-(s(a,b)s(b,d) )tw( b 1) a d u s(a,c)s(c,d) a d u , 
c 

(4.1.19) 

We call (4.1.19) gauge transformation or symmetry breaking transformation. If 

we set 

s(a,a + fi.) = II ([a",1][a"!. + u.~])tu>, 
!.#p 

then only changes the form as 

( 

a+<' ) 1 l . . I [u] V [a""+ 1J[a,,.- 1] 
¥ a a+l'+v u = [1] [a,,. ] , 

a+i< 

and other two types of the Boltzmann weights are invariant. 

(4.].20) 

( 4.1.21) 

The Boltzmann weights have a larger symmetry than the trans formation ( 1.1.19) . 

We can show that tl1e Boltzmann weights transformed by the [oUowing transform a

tion also satisfy th e Yang-Baxter relation, 

where 

+ d ' I} I ( 0 d ' ) + d ' i") 

{ d }{ ,l (4.1.23) 

We note that the trans[ormatiotl ( 4.1.19) is defined on th e edges wltereas the Lran s

fonuat ion (4.1.23) is defined on the face. We call the transformations (4 .1.19) and 

(4.1.23) edgewise and [acewise gauge transformat.ions, respectively. For an illustra

tion we give a [acewise gauge transformation, 

( 4.1.24) 

Here iJ = d- a, v = c - d," = b- a, and ). = c- b. 
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4.2 Connection of the IRF models to graded vertex 

models 

By taking some limiling processes the IRF models reduce to vertex models, which 

are relat ed to gl(M]N) ( sl(M]N)). 

Let us derive the vertex model from the IRF model. In the Boltzmann weights 

of the IRF model we take th e trigonometric limit 

p ~ 0. (U.J) 

vVe substitute a,b, . . . by a'= a+Sl,b' = b+Sl, .. .. Based on the Wn-I<ada.noff

Wegue.r trar1sformation [90] we introduce the following limit (the base point infinity 

limit) [5]: 

( 

d' 

lim W a' 
n~oo 

b' 

(1.2.2) 

Here 1J. = d'- a', v = r! - d', 1<. = b' - a', and A = c' - b'. By putting 

1/L ~.X,ufL~iu, (4.2.3) 

we have tlre Boltzmann weights o[ the gi(M]N) ••ertex model. We note tl1at the 

following equality is useful in the calculation. 

. . [a:w- u] 
n~~ -[a' J = expB(S1"v)u, 

"" 
(-1.2.4) 

wh ere 8(D1w) is the sign of S11,v. Thus we have shown tltat the IRF models are 

generaLizations of vertex models. 

4.3 Fusion IRF models 

We can co nstruct lRF models related to higher representations of the Lie snperal

gebras gi(MJN) and si( MJN). [33] More precisely, we can cons truct IRF models 

for You rtg operators Constructed from tlte graded permutation operators associated 

with th e Lie s uperalgebras. We apply the fusion mctllod to the Boltzmann weights 

of IRF m odels associated with vector representations of gi(MJN) and sl(MJN). 

Co nstruction of fusion models has been discussed in various contexts. [1 8,62,64 ,49], 

Our discussion consists o( the following two pob1ts: 

(1) Z- invariance o( the model. [13] 
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(2) Projecting in to irreducible components by multiplyiug projectiou operators act

ing pat It space of th e model. 

The transfer matrLx T,(u) of IRF model is de fined on the Hilbert space [5] wl1ich 

consists of admissible sequences oi local states: {l;; l;+ 1 - l;, (i = 0, · · · n- !.)}. We 

recall that the admissible sequeuce and the Hilbert space are called path and path 

space, respectively. We use the following notation [12,6] for local operators acting 

on the i-th site o[ the path space: We use the 

t-1 n 

{R;}~: :::c = II of;. R(k;,P,+l>p.,p,_,). II of;. (·1.3.1) 
:i=O J=l+l 

The symbol R(k., P•+l> p;, p;_1 ) corresponds to the notation for the Boltzmann 

weight. 

Let us discuss cons tru ct ion of projection operator R~' from the Yang-Baxter 

opera tors of th e IRF models associated with gi(M]N) and si(M JN ) . Here U10 

symbol J1o represeJtts the Young diagram for the projection operator. We assume 

that we can apply the construction o( the proj ection operators R" -for th e gl(N) 

vertex models given in the refe rence to the IRF models associated with gi(MJN) 

and sl(M]N). For Young diagrams with one row or one column we can check the 

construction o( the projec tion operato r R" by an ele mentary method. 

T he projection operator R1' is a generalization of th e Young operator corre

spo nding to the Young diagram 1'- Taking th e limit L --> oo in the Boltzmann 

weights, we see that the projection operator R" reduces to the Young operator of 

the symmetric group. 

For an illustration , we consider the symmetric and antisymmetric projection 

operators R5 = R" , J1o = (2,0), and RA = R1', IJ. =(1,1). Here R 5 and RA are 

given by R5 = W(u = 1) and RA = W(u = -1), respectively. Tahng the limit 

L __, oo, we find that R 5 __, P 5 and RA __, pA. Here we have introduced the Young 

ope rators P 5 and pA acting on the path space. 

P 5 (a + 11, a+ J1o + v, a+ 11, a) 

P 5 (a + Jt,a+ J1o + v,a+ v,a) 
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0, (or u" = -1, 

1/2 , for J1o # v, 

1/2, for J1o # v, 

0, (or IJ" =1, 

1, (ot aP = -1, 

(4.3.2) 



pA(a+ I', a+ Jl. + v,a+ J<,a) 

pA(a + Jl.,a+ Jl. + v,a + v,a) 

1/2, lor J1. =ft 11, 

-1/2, for J1. i v. (4.3.3) 

The Youn.g operators P 5 and pA are writ tell in terms of the graded permut,.,tion 

operator rr, associated with the Lie superalgebra gl(M!N) (sl(M!N)) act ing on 

the path space. Tl1e relation between P5(PA) and 1r is P,5 = (J + ?r;)/2 ( P;A = 

(1 - ;r; )/2). The elements of the graded permutation operator rr are given in the 

following. 

«(a + /1-, a + 211, a + /1-, a) 

;r(a + J<, a+ J1. + "• a+ If., a) 

rr(a+ p.,a + Jl. + v,a + v,a) 

1, [or ri" = 1, 

-1, lor ri" = -1. 

0, for /1- oft v, 

1, for I' =ft v. (4.3.4) 

We construct composite Yang· Baxter operators by using the projection operators 

R". For an il.lustration we denne the Yang-Baxter operator for the fusion model 

oi (k1 , k2)-strings with symmetric projec tors R[,ym,kt] and R[,ym,k,J. We use the 

notat.ion R[,ym,n] = R" for J1. = (n, 0, · · · , 0). 

where 
kt 

~v}1l(u) = IT WI+m-1 (u + <(j- k1 + m -1))). (4.3.6) 
m=l 

Here € =1 for symmetric projectors. For an illustration we give the case of (2,2) 

strings (k = 2) in the following: 

y}'""'·21(u) = RY~~·21 R}'t;" ·2JW1(u+ 1)WH (u)WE+J(u) 

(4.3.7) 

The spectral parameter dependence of the Yang-B<Lxter operators in the prod

uct (4.3.6) should be chosen in accordance with the Z-i nvariance. (1 ,62 ,64] for 

au tisynunelric projectors R" (/1- = (1 , 1, · · ·, 1)), we set <=-1 in (4.3.6). 

We can check existence o·f the fusion models for sym mettic projectors R[,ym,n] 

by an elementary way. We use th e !act W(u = -1) ~ P" and the lactorizab le 

property o( the proj ect ion operator R". In the .>.," sec tor (charge >. +" subspace, 

). =J ") W(u = -1) ~ pA. Here we have chosen the weight as (u](a;~. , + 1]/[1](a;~.,] 
by using the gauge Lransformatim1 (4.1.19). 
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The projection operators R'' 's decompose the tensor product space (or the path 

space) ill!O subspaces. The decomposed subspaces are invariant under tlte gauge 

transformatioll (4.1.19) (or more generally the similarity transfonnation (4.1.23)), 

although explicit forms of the Boltzmann weights of tlw fusion models depend 011 

the choice of the tnnsformation (4.1.19) (or (U.23)) on the weight 

For an illus tr ation we give the Boltzmann weights affusion models of g\(1,1) IRF 

model. We consider the case (1): (2,1)-str ings with the projector P 5 , the case (2): 

(2,2)-str.iugs with the projectors P 5 , and the case (3): (3,1 )-st rings for the mixed 

symmetry. 

(1) (2,1)-strings with tl1e projector R", Jl. = (2,0) . 

(2) (2,2)-st rings with the projectors R", p.=(2,0) . 

[u + 1j[a 12 + 2] 
[1 ](a,2 + 1] ' 

[u + 2] 
--[1]-, 

[u + 1 + a12](2] 
[1](a12 + 1] ' 

(a12- u] 
(a12 + 1]' 
(u][a12- 1] 
[1](a12 + 1] ' 
(J - u](a12] 
[1][a12 + 1] · 

Here we use tlte nota tion e1 + e2 = h and 2e 1 = b1 . 

w(a +bt,a + b, + h ,a + h,a;u) = 

w(a + !J,a + h + b,,a + h,a;u) = 

w(a + h,a + 2/J,a + h,a;u) = 

(u](a12 + 3] 
(J][a 12 + 1] ' 
[u +2] 
[1]' 
[a12- 1](u] 
[1](a12 + 1] ' 

[2][a21 - 1 - u] 
[I][a21 - 1] ' 

[2][a1z + 1 - u] 
(!](a12 + 1] ' 

(2- u] 
-[1]-. 

(3) (3,1 )-strings for the mixed symmetry R", /1- = (2,1 ). 
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[u + 2](a12 + 1] 
[1](aJz] 

(U.S) 

(4.3 .9) 



w(a, a+ e2 , a+ e 1 + Ze2, a+ 3e1 + e2) = 
[a12][u- 2] 
[l][a12 + l]' 
[1- u][a12 + I][a12- l] 

[1J[a12][al2 + 2] 
[11 + J](a12 + 3] 

[l][a12 + l] ' 
[3][u- a12 - l] 

[1J[al2] 
[a12 + l + u] 

[a12 + 2] 
(4.3.10) 

lt is empltasized that in the case o( the g/(111) IRF model, the fusion model of 

lite case (2) is equivalent to the g/(111) IRF model (or the vector representati011. This 

(act is explained in the following way. (27] If we multiply two vector representations, 

then we ha,·e symmetric and antisynunetric representations. Fo.r gi(11J) case , the 

dimensions of th e symmetr ic and antisymmetric reJnesentations are both equal to 

2, which is equal to the dimension of the vector representation. Therefore we do not 

have mu.lti-state mod el by the fusion method of the case (2) for the gl(liJ) .model. 

4.4 Restricted IRF models 

We construct restricted IRF models related to representations of t.h e Lie superalge

bras sl(mln) and gl(mln). 

Let us discuss three typical restriction mechanisms. By letting L take some dis

crete values and choosing w(l', 11) properly, we can construct restricted IRF models. 

We consider the following three types of res triction mechanisms. 

I. Res triction with res triction li.n es 

w(Ji., v)fr 
1 

L 

0 (mod Z + Zir), 

7 + 7ir, (st,r) =lor (s 2 , r) = 1, (4.4.1) 

where p = exp(-r), and 1·,s1,s2 are positive integers. The symbol (a, b) expresses 

lltat the in tege rs a and b are coprime, i .e., hav·ing no nontrivial comm on divisors. 

We note that Z + Zir is the set of tlte (quasi-) periods of elliptic theta fun ctions. 

II. Cyclic restriction 

w(l', v)/'r j 0 (mod Z + Zir), for any I' f- v, 
J 

L (4.4.2) 

Ill. Mixed type restriction 
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For higl1er dimensional weight lattices, we can construct weight lattice restricted 

in some directiOitS by the mechanism I and the other directions by U. 

w(IL, v)fr 

w(l', v)fr 
1 

L 

0 (mod Z + Zi-r), (or some I' j v 

,P 0 (mod Z +ZiT), for other I'# v, 

~ + :2ir, for any s1 , s2 E Z. 
r r 

Fig.4.4.1 

( 4.4 .3) 

The restricted SVSOS (8 vertex solid-on-solid) model (or Andrew-Baxter-Forrester 

model) is a typical case o( th e restricted IRF model o( the mechanism I. Usually the 

restricted models of this kind are studied. However, there can be various kinds o( 

restricted IRF models which are worth studying in the context of exactly solvable 

lat t ice models in statistical physics. 

It is interesting to note that in the case o·f vertex models, the Boltzmann weights 

for vector representations of gl(mln) and sl(mln) are equivalent, while in the case 

of (restricted) IRF models they are different. 

5 Link polynomials associated with represen

tations of gl(MIN) 

5 .1 The Markov trace 

Let us construct the Markov trace on the representatio ns derived in the section 3. 

Let u s consider the sufficient condition for the Markov trace property. We introduce 

a diagonalmatr.ix his 

h(j)6;j 
j-1 

u1 6;je..x.p{I)(L~2crk+ <Tj- M + N)}, 
k=l 

for j = 1 · · · M + N. (5.] .1) 

It is easy to see that the matrix h given by ((5.1.1)) satisfies the sufficient condition 

(2.4.2). 

Thus (or the case M j N we have the Markov trace o( the following form. 

Tr(H(n)A) . 
</>(A) = Tr(H(n)) ' A E B,. , 

(5.1.2) 
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From the ex plicit form o( tlte Markov trace we find that 

x(±) = exp{±(M- N -1)7J). 

U we defi11e q112 = I:, h(j), th en 

and 

112 _ sinh((M- N)7J) 
q - sinh 7J ' 

Tr(H(n)) = q"t2 = (sinh((~!- N)7J))" . 
smh7] 

(5.1.3) 

(5.1.'!) 

(5.1.5) 

We remuk that in th e limit 7J ~ 0, the Markov trace reduces to the supertrace 

[54] str A = I:, oo1 A11' [27] Hence the Markov trace is an exteJJsion (g-analog) of 

the supertrace. 

We can prove the extended Markov property, which is au extension of the Markov 

property with ·finite spectral parameter. 

2.:: x:klv.Jh(bJ = h(u; qJp(uJ c independent or a). 
b 

where the function h(u; 17) is givett by 

h( . ) _ si.Jtlo((M- N)ry - ·u) 
11

' 7J - sinh(11 -u) · 

(5.1.6) 

(5.1.7) 

The construction o[ the Markov trace is consistent with the quantum trace o[ 

the quantum group Uq(gi(M[N)). We can show that h(j) is related to "the half the 

sum of positive roots" p by 

(5.1.8) 

For an illustra-tion wecm1sider thecasep(a) = Oifl :S: a :S: m,p(a) = 1 i(J :S: a :S: m. 

T hen we can show (5.1.8) thtough the following 

I M I M+N 

p =? L(Af- N + 1- 2j)<j +- L (3M+ N + 1- 2j)<;. 
- ; =1 2 j=M+l 

(5.1.9) 

For the case M = N, the diagonal matrix h gives vanishing trace: Lj h11 = 0. 

This property is related to the vatushing properly of the Alexander p olynomial . In 

this case, the definition o( th e trace (5.1.2) has an ambiguity. We define the Markov 

trace by a proper modification of the trace. [27) 

.p·(A ) = Tr(H"(n)A)/Eik(j), .4aB,. (5.1. 10) 

Here k(a) is arbitrary but I:, k(j) # 0. 

We can show the following. 
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Proposition 5.1 For the gi(M[N) representation of the braid group the value of 

the trace¢"(-) is independent of the choice of {k(j)). 

We can prove the proposition through .invariants of oriented (l ,l) tangles (see also 

discussion in Part II). 

Let us discuss the fRF.' model. We can derive the representations o( th e braid 

group from the Boltzmann weiglots of the gi(M[N) TRF mod el in the critical case: 

p = 1. We apply the formula (2.3.1) to the Boltzmanll weights o( the TRF model. 

We can construct the Markov trace of the IRF type [5] from the TRF models related 

to representations o( the Lie superalgebtas gl(M[N) and si(M[N). [33,25] For TRF 

models we introduce a "const rained trace" Tr(A) [5] 

(to: fixed) (5.1.11) 

where th e symbol E- represents the strmmation over admissible 

multi-indices t , : f;+ 1 -l; for i = 0, · · ·, n- 1 with to being ILxed. For simplic

ity we assume M i N. We can define the Markov trace also for the IRF models 

rel ated to representations o( gl(M[N) and si(M[N). 

A _ t,·(A) 
¢( ) - t,·(I(n))' 

(5.1.12) 

where l (n) is th e nidentity" operator (or n strings. We can prove th e ex tended 

Markov property also for ffiF models. 

For th e case M = N , we can define th e Markov trace o( th e IRF type in the 

same way as th e Markov trace (5.1.10) of the gi(M [AI) vertex model. 

5.2 L ink po lynomia ls 

The link polynomial obtained from tloe vertex model associated willt gi(M[N) ltas 

the skein relation: [2-1] 

(5.2.1) 

Here we have defined a number las 

l=M-N- l. (5.2.2) 

Since the skein relation is o( second degree, the link polynomial is completely de

termined by th e relation. Thus we obtain a hieiarchy of link polynomials which 
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depends on tlte number e = M - N - 1. T he most characteristic point o[ this 

hierarchy is that from tlte Markov traces and the braid matrices with different sizes 

the same link polynomial faT an integer e is constructed. [24] From different models 

related to g!(MIN) with l = M- N- l we obtain the same link polynomiitl. Note 

that the hierarchy includes the case e = 0 where fjr = 1. For any integer ewe have 

a l.i.nk polynotnial with the skein relation. We remark that the l.i.nk polynomial for 

an i.nteger e corresponds io that for - 2- e under the replacement o[ t by 1ft. 

The HO~rE'LY polynornial[39,78] is characterized by the second degree skein 

relation: 

(5.2.3) 

Here t and fl are independent (conti nuous) \"ariables. We see that the littk poly

nomials constructed from the gi(MIN) type vertex models correspond to tlte cases 

fl = t1
, e E Z of the HOMFLY polynomial. Based on the Markov traces we thus 

obtain a .hierarchy of s tate models for the HOMFLY polynomial. [24] 

Let us discuss link polynomials derived from the composite models (fusion mod

els). (24.,27] We can show the ex ist ence of the :Markov trace for the composite 

string representations by two different methods. Firs t one is to prove the extended 

Markov property for tl1 e com posiLe model. From the operator foun of the composite 

Yang-Baxter operator }~[k](u) (fork strings) the characteristic [unc tion JJ[kl(-u;'l) is 

recursively calcu lated as 

JJ[k)(u; ll) =IT sinh((M ~ N -l + r)ry- u) 
,~1 suth(r7]- u) (5.2.4) 

The otlte-r metltod is to consider the composite string representation. [32] A 

sufficient condition for the ~farkov property is the following eigenvalue eq uation: 

[32] 

(5.2.5) 

where 6; is half twist [15,32] and A represents the symmetry o[ the projector. Note 

tltat !::. 2 is iu the ceater of lh(q). We construct link polynomials by solvirtg this 

equa tion (5.2 .5). 

There are various known methods for construction of projection operators of 

the Heeke algebra. We may classify the metltods into th e two types, the "additive" 

types [-H] and th e " multiplicative" types . [18,32,67] For the multiplicative ca~e , 

there is a simple algorithm for calculation of projection operators (or any given 

Young diagrams. [1 8] We can calculate tlte projection operato rs also by explicitly 
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diagonalizing !::. 2 in the regular representations of the Heeke algebra. Since the 

eigenvalue cr(J.t) can be easily obtained [rorn the knowledge o[ the q-analogs we can 

calculate the projectors (idempotents) through diagona.lizing th e eigenvec tor space. 

For an illustration we show the case k = 3. [32,6) 

!::. 

p(3) 

p(2,1) 

p(2,J)' 

p(l') 

gi9i+lgt, 

( 0)( l 0 ')(q
6 + q'(9, + 9i+l) + q2

(9.9•+1 + 9i+l9i) + 9·9·+19,), 
1 + q- 1 + q- + q 

? ( 
1

0 ') (2q
3 + q( l- q- q2 )(g; + 9i+t) 

oQ ] + q- + q 

+( -1 - q + g2 )(g,g,+l + 9i+l9o) + 29i9i+l9i), 

( 10 ') (2g3 + q(l + q- g2)(9i + 9i+t) 
2q 1 + q- + q 

+(1 - q- q2 )(9i9i+l + 9i+t9i) - 2g;g;+t9i), 

C olC 
1 

2 'l (1- (g; + 9i+d + (g;gi+t + 9·+19.)- 9·9<+J9·Xs.2.6) 
J + q- l + q + q 

For th e gi(.Mifl') representations the propositiotts 3.1 and 3.2 are helpful (or 

construction of th e projection operators and calculation of th e link polynomial . For 

example, the projection operator P" [or J.L = (32) vanishes for t.he case of g1(21J), 

while it does not for the case of g/(312). 

Through the projection operators the braid operators [or tlte composite s triltg 

are given by 

( 
k ) 1•1 1,1 1 ~1 · i) 1:.1 1:.1 

G; = p(i-l)k+l pik+J II d; 1(.-J)k+l P,k+t • 
;=1 

(5.2.7) 

where 
k 

G~j) = TI Gik+m-r (5.2.8) 
m=l 

The Markov trace vPI(-) is given by (for the cases gl(i\IIN) with M f= N) [32) 

(5.2.9) 

Here ,P(·) is defin ed ilt the last subsectiort. For the cases gi(MIM), we introduce the 

Markov trace by 

(5.2.10) 

where ,p·(-) is given by (5.1.l0). We remark that we can use the definition (5.2.10) 

also "for the cases gl(MJN) with M f= N. 

Link polynomials are gi•·en by 

(5.2.11) 
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where A is a braid whose closed braid is equivalent to the link L, e(A) is the exponent 

sum of the braid A and 

.pPl(G1 ) , Gi E B!,;l, 

.pl'lcc;'J, c;' e s~'l. 

We sha ll sometimes write th e invariant as a;;)MJN)(L). 

(5.2.12) 

(5.2.13) 

The skein relations for the link polynomials cons tructed !rom the composi te 

models [or th e Yol1ng diagram o[ Otle row are given as follows. 

- t31+5 af(2)] ( Lo), 

a[(3ll(£,+) t31/2( l _ t3 + t5 _ t6)a[(3ll(L3+) 

+ t 31 (t3 - t 5 + .t 6 + t8 - t9 + t 11)alC3ll(L2+) 

+ t9112 ( -t8 + t9 - t 11 + t14)a[(J)](L+) 

t6tt14 af(Jll(Lo). 

(5.2.14) 

(5.2.15) 

We see t-hat tl1 e skein relations of the link polynomials correspond to those for the 

two-variable link invariants with 11 = t t [32,6] 

It is r emarked that the factor 0 = t 1 is different !rom the sl(M) cases for 

e = 0, -] and therefore the link polynomials fore= 0, - 1 are new in this sense. Tl is 

interestlng that lite Alexander po lynomial is related to the free fermion modeL Note 

that ge nerali ~ations of the Alexander polynomial are obtained [rom the composite 

models related to gl(M[M) (M > 1). These link polynomials have higher degree 

skein relations. 

The link invariants a!J.l(L) for the gl(M[N) represe11tations are not derived by 

simply replaciug th e variable 11 by 0 = tl in HOMFLY polynomial. We recaJl tl1al 

the projection operator P~ for J1. = (3 2) vanishes for the case o[ gi(2Jl) wltile it does 

not (or the case o f gi(3J2). Note that both the cases g1(2Jl) and gi(3J2) have the 

same t = M- N- 1 = 0. Thus we see that a:,/2]1)(£) (0 = J) vanishes while 

a~;(312)(£) (11 = 1) does not . 

Ln general, link polynomials associated with fusion models Ol higlter representa

tions of qnantum groups are related to the inva riants for parall el links. The parallel 

version o( link invaria11ls has been studied in Ref. [70]. The problem to establish 

precise con nections between the link polynomials derived from the gl(M[N} iusion 

models (higher representations o[ quantum groups Uq(gl(MJN))) and th e HOMFLY 
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polynomial for parallel links is wonh studying. However , th.e problem is beyond the 

scope of this paper and we leave i~ untouched. We recall that there are va.rious 

approaches to expl.icit construction of projection operators (primitive idempotents) 

of the Heeke algebra. In this section, we have concentrated on the approach of 

fusion models to the link polynomials, which are related to higher representations 

o[ gl(mln) (and also those of sl(.MJN)) and th e Specht module theory o[ the Heeke 

algebra. 
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Part II 

Colored Vertex Models and 

Colored Link Polynomials 

6 Colored Vertex Models 

6.1 Introduction to Parts II and III 

Recently a hierarchy of representations of th e colored braid group has been intro

duced. [1,28] We regard colored braid as a braid on strings with colors. We call the 

matrix e lemems o[ the representations colored braid matrices. We can derive the 

colored braid matrices from sol vab le vertex models, whi ch we call colo red vertex 

models. [29] 

In p art II we discuss co nst ru c tio n of Jnultiva riable .invariants of colored links 

which give getteralizations of th e multi variable Alexander polynomial. fn part Irl we 

sl10w tll a t the braid m a trices are der.ived fr om th e universal R matrices o{ Uq(s1(2)) 

at q roots of uni Ly. 

The hierarchy of th e colored vertex model is related to the fr ee fermion model. 

[37] T he 2-state case of the colored vertex model corresponds to the trigonometric 

limit o[ Felderhoi's solution o f tl1 e free ferm.io11 mod el. [38] The colored vertex 

models can be co nsidered as extensions of the free fermion model (37 ,38] into N

s tate vertex models rela ted to " ZN analog" of th e g raded syrnm try. 

A state mod el for tl1 e multi variable Alexander polytwmial has been constructed 

from t.he tri1;onome tric limit of the Felderhof's solu tion. [71] TheN= 2 case of the 

hi erarchy of the co lored link invar.i a nts corresponds to tl1e multi variabl e Alexande r 

polyn.omial. I11 this sense th e hierarcl1y of th e colored link in,•ar.iants gives general

izations of the muJti,·ariable Alexander polynomial. 

The invariants of colored .links vanish for disco ttnected links. Due to this prop

erty th e standard state s um vanishes, if we simply take summation over all possible 

co nfiguratiotts. Both th e (one-variable) Alexander polynomial and tlte multivari

able Alexand e r polynomial have this property. It is remarked that this property is 

cltarac teristic of th e Markov trace on the representation of th e braid group derived 

from the gl( mlm) vertex model. [27] Several examples of braid matrices with the 
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van.islting property were also given by Lee, Cou1ure and Schm ei rtg, by directly sol v

ing the braid relatio11 up to th e 6 s tale case. [22] The braid matrices are equh·alenl 

to th e non-colored limit of theN-s tate colored braid matrices (N = 2, ... , 6). 

There a re various viewpoints associated with the color d vertex mod els. Were

call that theN= 2 case of 1he colored vertex mod el corresponds to th e trigo nometric 

limit of the Felderhof's solution [3 8] of the free fermion model. [37] The Felderhof 

parametrization of the colored Boltzmann weights of th e fre e fermion model was 

inaoduced from th e condition that the ttansfcr m at rix of the free fermion model 

commutes with the XY Hamiltonian . (38] The non-colored case of Llte trigonomet

ric limit is related to th e Lie superalgebra gl(lll) (si (Jil)). [27] [88,77,63] Recen tl y 

it has been shown (87] that the trigonometric li mit of the Felderltof's solu lion is 

related to Uq(gl(lll)). The 2-state colored braid ma trix has been derived from the 

uni versal R matrix of Uq(gl(lll )). From the different viewpoint it h as also b een 

poi_nted out [72] that the trigonom etLic limit of the Feld erhof's solution is related 

to Uq(s1(2)). 

It has been explicitly shown that tl1 e colored braid matrices are given by t he 

matri.x elements of th e unh·ersal R matrix of Uq(sl(2)) for color represent ations. [30] 

Here we call by color represe n1ation a root of unity N-dimensional representa tion 

with g2N = l which has a co1ttinuous Dynkin label and both highest and lowest 

weight r ectors. Using the limit g2 ~ w, we can derive theN-state colored braid 

matrices from infinite dimen siottal represmtations of Uq(s/(2)). [30] Here w is a 

pr.imitire N-th root of unity. We call infutile dimensional representation with a [ree 

parameter in.finite dimensional color repnsen tat ion. 

Finally we give comments on roots of unity representation s of qu a ntum groups. 

When a parameter q is not a root of unity, finite dimensional irreducibl e repre

sentations of quantum groups [36,45] are (one-parameter) defo rmations of those 

for classical Lie algebras. However, the theory becomes not so simple when th e 

g-parameter is a root of unity. Representations theories of roots of unity represen

tations are studied. [66,19,20] Cyclic representations of Uq(sl(n)) with g a root of 

unity h ave been discussed. [10,23,9] It is remarked that th e cyclic repre entat ions 

do not have neither highes t weight vectors nor lowest weig!Jt vectors. We also note 

that infinite dimensional representations of the Sklyanin algebra [89] are related to 

the root of unity representations of Uq(s1(2)) (see a,]so [83]). 
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6 .2 Colored Yang-Baxter relat ion 

Let us introduce some symbols for the Boltzmamt weights of the N-state colored 

vertex model. 

Fig. 6.2.1 

T he symbol X",,,(u,- u1 )~;:: represents the Boltzmann weight for the vertex con

figuration {a.,a1 ,b1 ,b,} at the intersection of the i-th and j- tlt st rin gs, where the 

state variables a., aj, b;, b1 take N values 0, l, 2, · · ·, N- 1 . 

Let us introduce the colored Yang-Baxter relation. 

L x"J'l/)J (u2 - UJ)~::"lJ X 1'tn3 (ttl - UJ):;;t x,,, .. n(u1 - u2)~~1· 
Ct 1C'l 1Cl 

(6.1.1) 

Here u; is spectral parameter and "li is color variable. Both u; and 7; are attached 

to the i-Lh string. The variables a., b; and c; are state variables defined on the i-th 

stri ng. Set ting u, = u + v, u2 = v, u3 = 0, we have the usual form o [ the spectral 

parameter dependence. J1 we assum e ; 1 = ;2 = ;3 , th en we recover the st •.ndard 

form o{ th e Yang-Baxter rela tion. 

T he color variable ·r; plays a similar role with the spectral parameter tt; in th e 

colored Yang-Baxte r relation . Botlt the co lor variable and the spectral parameter 

are assig ned on the strings . The Boltzmann weights, however, depend on th e color 

variables in a d ifferent way from the spectr al parameters. Tlte spectral parameters 

{ u;} appear in t he Bol tzma.nn weights X1; ,~, (u; -tt1 ) tlnough the dif[ere!tce u;- u1 , 

while t'h e colo r variables {1';} ap pear in. the Boltzmann weights nontri vially and .no t 

i.rt tlt e difference form. 

6.3 Symmetries of colored vertex m odel 

We discuss basic properties and symmetri es of the colored vertex models. We shall 

st udy construction o[ th e colored vertex model from Uq(s/(2 )) in §ll (see Appendix 

E for the BoltzmaJUl weights of the colored vertex model). 

In Liti s subsection we use the followi.rtg notation lor the spec tral parameter u. 

:z: = ex p u. (6.1.1) 

T he symbol w c[enotes a primitive N-th root of unity 

w = exp(27ris/ N), (N, s) = I. (6.1.2) 
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Here t he symbol (N, s) = 1 means th at s is an integer coprime toN. 

The colored vertex models ha,·e cltarge conservation condition , first and second 

inversion relations. 

1) charge conse rvation condition 

Xa,Jl (u)~~ = 0, Ultless a+ b = c +d. 

2) first inversion relation 

L Xa,p(u)~~Xp,a( -u):{ = Ct(u)OacObJ, 
ef 

where 
N-l 

C1(u) = IT (l - :z:wn-1a,B)( l - :z;-lwn- la,B). 
n=l 

3) second inversion relation 

where 

L:X,,p ( u)~jXp,a(u')~w-• = C2(u)o.b6ww-c, 
ej 

exp(u') = :z:-'wz-N' 
N-1 

C2(u) = IJ (a- xw"- 1 f3 )(a - :z;- 1w 1-"f3). 
n=l 

(6 .1.3) 

(6.1.'1) 

(6. 1.5) 

The Boltzmann weights of colored ver tex models have the following symmetries. 

4.) reflec tion symmetry 

(6.1.6) 

5) p arity symmet ry 

(6.1.7) 

J1 we se t a = ,8, then the colored vertex model recove rs the standard initial 

condition. 

6) standard ittitial condition 

(6.1.8) 

We note thai when a ,P ,8, th e colored vert ex model does not satisfy the s t andard 

iJtiti al condition. The Boltzmann weights X~~\u)~ of the colored vert ex model a t 
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u = 0 give a permutation ope rator"~~) du e to th e first inversion relation (6.1.4). 

The peunutation operator "~~) acts on the co lored strings that have the color 

variables a and fJ . We call the operator colored permutation operator. 

T h colored vertex models have invarian t transformat-ions on the Boltzma11n 

weights. T lte transformed Boltzmann we.igl1ts also satisfy the colored Yang-Baxter 

relation (6.1.1). Let us formulat e th e transformation. 

7) inva riant transfo rmatioll (symmetry breaking transformation (90]) 

b F(a·a)F( B·b ) 
X013(u)~- exp(JCL(a + c- b- d)u) F(fJ: c)F(~: d)Xo13(u)~. 

(6.1.9) 

Here F(-r; a) is a.n a rbitrary function of the color variables 1 and the state ,·ariabl e 

a. The vari able 1-' is a free parameter. The reflection symmetry (6.1.6) and the 

parity symme try (6.1.7) can be modifi ed by the transformation (6.1.9). 

7 Colored link polynomials 

7.1 Co lored tangles 

As in th e refer nee (96] we introduce a category of colored oriented tangles and. a 

category o( colo red oriented tangle diag rams . 

A (k, I)-tangle T is a finit e set of disjoint oriented arcs and circles properly 

embedded (up to iso topy) in R2 x [0, 1] such that 

aT= {(i, O, O);i = 1,2, . .. ,k) U {(j,0, 1);j = 1, 2, ... ,1}, (7.1.1) 

ilnd such tl1at Tis perpendicular to R 2 X 0 and R 2 x 1. A colored {k, I)-tangle (T, 

a) is a (k , /)-tangle T = T, U ... U T,. with color a= (a1, ... , a,.); each component 

T1 bas a color a1 wlticlt is a complex parameter. 

To eaclt colored (k, /)-tangle (T, a), we define two sequences of numbers a+(T, a) = 

((v, , ... ,vl),(!t, ... ,-yi)) and a_(T,a) = ((eJ. .. . ,q),(!]j, ... ,f3k)). For a+(T,a), 

v1 = 1 .if the tangent vector ofT at (j , O, 1) is outward wi t h respect to R 2 x (0 , 1], 

and V1 = -1 il it is i11ward. -y1 i the color (a complex number) of a component 

which bounds (j, O, 1) . For a_(T, a:), e, = 1 if the ta11gent vector at (i, o, o) is inward 

and e, = - 1 if it is outward, and {J; is the color at (i, 0, 0). 

We introduce a compo>ition o and a tensor product 0 on the set of tangles as in 

Fig 7.1.1. 

Fig 7.1 .1 
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The composit-ion T1 oT2 is defined only when a_T1 = a+T1 . 

We defin e the category COT of oriented tangle . The objects of COT are th e 

seq uences ((o: ,, .. . ,ek),(c¥J, . .. ,ak)) with £;= ±1 and complex parameters a ,, in

cluding th e empty sequence. A morphism of (E,{J) to (v , 1) is a colored (k, I)- tan gle 

(T,a) such that a_(T,a) = (.: ,{3) and a+(T,a:) = (v ,1). The tensor product of 

objects (.: ,{3) and (v ,1) is (Ev,fJI), and the tenso r product of morphisms is given 

by the tensor product of tangles. 

We now introduce oriented tangle diagrams. A {k, I)-diagram D is a fiitite se t 

of disjoint oriented arcs and circles immersed ill R. x (0, I] suclt that 

aD= {(i, o) ; i = 1, .. , k} u {(j, 1 ); ; = 1, ... , 1}. (7.1.2) 

and Dis perpendicular to R x 0 and R x I; at each point of seH-hnersectioll just 

two branches meet transve rsally with upward orientations, one of whiclt is located 

on top alld the other b elow. In other words a dia.gram is obtained (rom generators 

lit Fig 7.1.2 by using operations "compositioll" and "tensor product" . A colored 

(k , /)-diagram (D,a) , the overations composition and tensor product on diagrams , 

and notaiions a+l) and a_D are defin ed in the same way as those of tangles. 

Fig 7.1.2 

We deftne th e category COV of co lored oriented tangle diagrams. TJ1e objects 

of COV are equal to t1te objects of COT . A morphism of (c:,{J) to (v , 1) is an 

equivalence class of colored (k, /)-diagrams such that a_ D = (E,{J) and a+D = 

(v, 1), with an equi,·alence relation generated by relations D1 , ... ,D6 in F ig 7.1 .3. 

Tl1e operations composition and tensor product on COT carry over to the case of 

cov. 
Fig 7.1.3 

There is a natural covariant fun cto r :F: COV _, COT defined by passing u om 

a diagram to the tangle represented by it. 

Theorem 7.1 ((96]) The func tor :F is isomorphic, i.e. :F induces a bijection of 

the morphisms of COV to the morphisrns of COT . 

Remark 7.2 The tangle T in Fig 1.1.4 corresponds to the diagram D {note that 

th e tangent vectors must be upward at each crossing in COD ). 

Fig 7.1.4 
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7 .2 Co lored braid matrices 

In this subsection we give colored braid matrices which ate solutions o[ th e colored 

braid rela~ion. We willnse colo red braid m atrices to construct invari;mts of colored 

tangles in tl1e next section. T he colored braid matrices G~(a,{3 ; ±)defin ed below 

co rrespond to two vertex configurations shown in Fig 7.2 .1 (a) and (b), respectively. 

Fig 7 .2.1 

In Fig. 7.2. 1 (a) , the variab les (charges) a and dare assig ned on the a -string, and 

b and c are assigned on the {3-s tring. Jie re the "o-st ring" means that the s tring has 

a color a. 

\Ve introduce some sym bols for q-analogs. For a non-negative irtteger n we defi ne 

q-an a.log of factoria l by 

(z; n)q (l- z)(1- zq ) · · ·(l- zq"-1
) 

n-1 

= IT (1 - zl), for n > 0, 
k=O 

= J , [or n = 0. (7.2.1) 

We introduce q- analog of combinatorial for two non-negative integers m and n: 

(g ; m)q 
for m - n?: 0, 

0, for m-n<O . (7.2.2) 

It is so metimes COllVeltient to use tlte following symbo l. 

( 
1nn ) _ (z;m). 

, = (z;n)•' 
.,q 

form , n?: 0. (7.2.3) 

Hereafter the sy mbol w rep resents a primitive N- th root of u.nity. 

We now define the colored braid matrix G~(a,{3; ±). Let N be an intege r greater 

than or equal to two . ln the colo red braid matrices, tl1 e variables (ch arges) a, b, c, d 

take N values 0, 1, .. . , N - 1 , and the colors a,tJ are complex parameters . The 

colored braid matr ix h as th e chaTge conservation co ndi tion 

G~(a, {3; ±) = 0, unless a+ b = c+ d. (7.2.4) 

T he matrix. elemen ts for a + b = c +dare given in th e followirtg . [28] 

G~(cr ,tJ;+) 
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[ : ] w ( : ) /l,w {3d 0}d. apb+vc{3-pd-va 

xf(a {3 w)P(a, a)P({3, b) . ,,(a+d-1>-c)t•(ab-cd) 

' ' F(a ,d)F({3,c) e ' 
(7.2.5) 

c':!;(a, {3; -) 

[ 
: ] ( : ) {3-cw-ac. {3pb+vca-pd-va 

1/w l/{!,1/w 

xf(a {3 w)-l F(a,b )F(,6,a). e•l(a+d-b-c)+,(ab-cd) 

' ' F(cr ,c)F({3,d) · 
(7.2.6) 

Let V b e an N -d imettsio nal vecto r space over C wit h basis eo, er, ... , eN-l· We 

defi ne G(a, {3; ±) E Hom(V ® V, V ® V) by 

G(a, {3; ±): ec ® ed ,_. L G':!;(a,{3; ±)e.® eb· (7.2.7) 

o ,b 

R e mark 7.3 By using charge conservation, we can show that values of the invari

ants defi ned in §7.4 do no t depend on F, fJ, v, 11, "· 

For th e colored b raid matrices we can show the following propositions. 

Proposition 7 .4 (colored braid relati.on) 

(G(a,{3;+)® idv)( idv ® G(a,"(;+))(G(,B,-y;+) ® idv) 

( idv® G(,6,-y;+))(G(cr,-r;+) ® idv)( idv ® G(cr,tl;+)) (7.2.8) 

We call this relation colored braid relation. This proposition is pmved in Appendix 

A. 

Propos ition 7.5 ([28]) 

(i) First inversion relation: 

G(a,{3;+ )G(a, {3;- ) = G(cr,,6;-)G(a,{3;+) = idv<W· (7.2.9) 

(ii) S eco nd inversion re lation: 

.L G~j(cr, ,6; + )G;%(a, {3;- )wd-• 
e,/ 

L G~j(f3, a;- )G;%(,6, a;+ )wd-• 

'·' (7 .2.10) 
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(iij) Markov trace property: 

-z=c:t(a,a; +)w-b = a-<N-1)/2, 
b 

-z= c:i(a, a;- )w-b = a-(N-1)/2. 

b 

(7 .2.11) 

(7.2.12) 

In the equations (7.2.JJ) and (7.2.12} we have assumed that the normalization 

of the colored braid matr ice• {7.2. 5} sat isfies 

f(a,o;w) = a-(N-l)/2 (7.2.13) 

The fus t and second inversion relations (7.2.9) and (7.2.10) , and the Markov 

trace p roperty (7.2.1 1) were pro,·ed in the re[exence [28]. We show th e proo[o[ this 

proposition {the relations {7 .2.9)- (7 .2.11) ) irt Appendix B. 

7 .3 Invariants of co lor ed oriented tangles 

In lttis subsecti on we defi ne invariants o [ colored oriented \a ngles by using the 

colored brajd matrices G{a,,B;±) given in the previous sec tion. In §7.3 and §7.4 we 

assume the -norma.Uzaiion of the braid matrices as f(a, {3;w ) = a-CN-1)/4 .e-(N-1)/4. 

Let N a nd V be as in th e previous section. The symbol v· denotes th e dual 

vector space o f V, and {ei} tiLe dna! basis of {e;}. 

We define th e catego ry L o[ linear maps. The objects o[ L are th e vector spaces 

V" ® ... ® V" with e , = ±1 and k 2: 0, wh ere V1 = V and v-1 = v·. The 

morphisms of L a re the linear maps betwee n two objects . T he operation composition 

is th e co mposition of linear maps, and the operation tensor produc t is th e tenso r 

produ ct of vector spaces and linear m aps. 

We define a fu nctor <P of C01J to L . An object {(c1, ... , <k), (a1, ... , ak)) o[ 

C01J is mapped by¢ to an object V' 1 ® .. . ®V'' o[ L. The generators oLmorphisms 

of C01J in Fig 7.3.1 are mapped as [ol! ows. 

<i>( I) 

<P(r) 

<i>(U,) 

,P(U1) 

idv E Ho m{V, V) , 

id v · E Hom(v·y · ), 
N-1 

Fig 7.3.1 

0'-(N- 1)/4 L w•l2e'N-1-a ®e. E Hom{C, v· ® V ) = v· ® v, 
o=O 

N-1 
()(N-l)/-l L w-•12 e. ® e'N - 1-• E Hom{C, v ® V") = v ® v·' 

a=O 
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<!> ( ti,) 

</>( X+) 

¢>(X-) 

N- l 

a(N-1)1' -z= w-•11 e: ® eN-1-a E Hom{V ® v·, C )= v· ® V, 
a=O 
N-l 

a-(N-1)/~ -z= w"l 2eN-I-a ® e: E Hom (V. ® V, C)= V ® v·, 
a=O 

G(a,,6;+) E Hom(V ® V, V ® V) 

G(a,,6; -) E Ho m(V ® V, V ® V). 

{1.3.1) 

We requ es t </> to be equjvariant with respect to the operations co mposition and 

tensor product. So we can calculate the value of <P for any tangle diagram in C01J . 

Theor em 7.6 The fv.nctor ¢ : C01J -> L is well-defined. 

Proof. It is sufftcieut to check that <P is in variant under the moves D1 .... ,D6. 

The invariauce under D1 immediate ly follows by the definit ion of¢>. T he iu va ri

ance under D2 is ob tain ed by using charge conservation. We ob tain D3,D·l ,D5 by 

Proposition 3.3 (i)(ii)(iii) respecti vely. D6 [ollows by Proposition 3.2. D 

D efi nition 7 .7 We also write <P(D , a) as ¢(T, a) if (T, a) is a colored tangle rep

rese,.ted by a co lored diagram (D, a). Then </! (T, a) is an isotopy invar iant of a 

colored tangle (T, a). 

vVe obtain invariants or colored tangles. However these invariants vanish [or 

(0, 0)-tangles, that is, links. 

P roposition 7 .8 For any co lored (0, D)-tangle (T, a) , 

</>(T, a)= 0 E Hom(C, C ) = C . (7.3.2) 

Proof. For any (0,0)-tan.gle T, there exists some (1 , I)-tangle T1 such that Tis 

obtained by closing open striJtg o[ T1 as in F ig 7 .3 .2. 

Fig 7.3 .2 

By Lemma 7.9 below, we have <P(T, a) = ..\ · id v with some >.. So we can calculate 

the invariant ofT as follows. 

N-1 

<P{T, a) = L a<N-1)f2w-•>. = 0 (7 .3.3) 
a=-0 

(recall that w is an N-th roo t of unity.) D 
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Lemma 7 .9 For any colored (1 , 1)-tangle (T, a), 

¢>(T, a)=.\· idv E Hom(V, V) (7.3.4) 

with some scalar ,\. 

Proof. By charge couscrvation we can put 

¢(T, a)= L .\,e; ® e; . (7.3.5) 

Fig 7.3.3 

Since two (2, 2)-tang;les in Fig 7.3.3 give th e same invariant, we have 

>..G~~(o-,tl ;+) = Gj(a , ,B;+).\d for any a, b, c,d. (7.3.6) 

Hence we hat·e A;= ).1 for any i,j. This completes the proof. D 

7.4 Invar iants of colored links 

We defin e another invariant of a link through (1,1)-tangle. 

LetT be a (J, 1)-tangle. We assume that Tis tl1e link (in 5 3 ) obtain.ed by closing 

the open string ofT. 

Pwposit.ion 7.10 LetT1 andT2 are two (1,1)-tangles. lfT1 is isot opic toT2 as 

a link in 5 3 by an isotopy which car·ries the closing component of T 1 to that of T 2 . 

Then T1 is isotopic to T2 as a (1, 1)-tangle. 

Proof. Put £ 1 = T1. We can obtain T1 from £ 1 as T1 = L 1 n (53 - B1 ) wl1ere 

B1 is a small 3-ball in 5 3 on a closing component of T1 = L1 . In the same way we 

can put T2 = £2 n (53 - B2 ). Since B1 and B2 are on the corresponding component 

of £ 1 and L2, we may assume that the isoto py between £ 1 and £2 carri es B1 to B 2 . 

It foU ows that T1 is isotopic to T2 witl1 th e isotopy. D 

LetT be a (1 , 1)-tangle. We put L = T = [, 1 U ... U £,. and£, is the closing 

component of 'i'. 

Definition 7 .11 For a co lored link (L , a) and a component L, we define p by 

P(L, s, a)= ). where L, T, s are as above and ¢(T, a)=,\· idv by Lemma 4-4· 

By Proposition 7.10, <!>is well-defiued , i.e . <Ji(L,s, a) does not depend on a 

choice ofT. 

Further we have th e next proposition, to obtain invariants which do not depend 

on s. 
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Proposition 7 .12 For a link L = L1 U ... U Ln and its color a = (a1 , ••• , a,.), we 

have the next formula. 

(7.4.1) 

This proposition is proved in Appendix C. By this proposition we obtaiu th e 

ne."'<t defu1ition. 

Definition 7 .13 For a colored link (L, a), we define an is otop y invariant iii of 

(£,a) by 

(7 .4 2) 

RemaTk 7.14 For a link L which has at least two components, <i>(L, a) is a poly

nomial in cr!/2 and cri1
/

2
• However for a knot K , <i>(I(, a) is not necessarily a 

polynomial. 

Remark 7 .15 If we renormaliz e the colored braid matrix by modifying the factor 

f(a,tl;w) such that f(a,cr;w) = 0'-(N-l)/2 holds, then the corresponding change in 

the colored link invariant¢>(£, a) is determined by th e linking matrix of the link L. 

We discuss symmetries o[ the colored braid matrices Sllch as the crossing sym

metry in appendix D. 

Let us di scuss c01mec tion of the new colored link invariants to the multivari

able Alexa.nde·r polynomial. It was show n by J. Murakami [71] that a colored link 

invariant which corresponds to ili(£ , a) for the N='l case is a version of the mul

tivariable Alexander polynomial ( the Conway potential function (21]). Therefore 

the new colored link invariants <i>(L, a) for N = 3, '1, · · · , are generalizations o[ th e 

multi variable Alexander polynomial. 
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P art III 

From Quantum Groups to 

Colored Graph Invariants 

8 Colored Bra id M atrices from Uq(sl (2)) 

8 .1 I nfinite dimen s ional representations of Uq(sl(2)) 

Let us introduce th e algebra liq(s/(2)).[36,45] We foUow the notation in the reference 

['18]. The ge nerators of the algebra are {X+, x -, J(±l} wit h the defining relations 

The comultipli cation is given by 

[x+,x-J = J( - K-r. 
q- q-1 

We use tbe following sy mb ols for q-analogs. 

qn _ q-11 
[nJq = ----1 ' 

q-q 
" 

[nj0
1 = IT [kJ 0 , 

k=l 

n-J 

(z; q),. = IT (1 - zqk). 
k;Q 

(8.1.1) 

(8.12) 

(8.1.3) 

We ass ume [0]9 ! = (z; q)o = l. The universal R matrix of U9 (s/(2)) is given by 

R = q-H@fl/2 expq ( - (q- q-1 )K-1 x+ ® x - K) , (8.1.4) 

where 
00 1 

expq(x ) = L q-n(n-1)/21x". (8.1.5) 
u;Q [nj . 

The operator H is related to the generator J( by [( = qFl. We defi ne pecmutation 

operator r by r(t, ® t2) = t2 ® tJ, for t,, t 2 E Uq(s/(2)). T he uni versal R mat rix 

satis fi es the foUowir.tg. 

R6(a) = T 0 6(a)R, a E u.(s/(2)). (8 .1 .6) 

T he R matrix for representations (;r;, \';) for i= 1, 2 is d fi ned by 

(8.1.7) 
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where Pv, ,v, is given by Pv,, v,(e , ® e2 ) = e2 ® e1 for e1 E V1 and e2 E V2. 

Let us define an i1rfinite dimen ional rep resentation (•", y(oo)) of Uq(s/(2)). We 

assume a is a complex parameter. Le t j! (oo) b e an infinite dimensional vector space 

ove r C wi t h basis e0 , e1 , · · ·, wh ere e. is a basis vector i11 y (oo) with tlt e property 

(e.)" = 8" •. We define rnatrL'< elements of ilt e represe ntations of t he generato rs 

x+, x- for (-;r", v Cool ) as follows. 

(r."(X-)q): 

(r."(K)q)b 

F(a,a) 
[p- a]q · Da+J,b · F(a ,b) , 

F(a, a) 
[a]q. 6.-t ,b F(o·, b)' 

q(p-2a) . Da,b · (8.1.8) 

Here a,b are nonnegative integers (a, b = 0, 1, ···) , pis a complex parameter (p E C) 

and a is g iven by a = qP. We remark that the facto r F(a , a) corresponds to the 

gauge (acto r in t he case of the BollzmanJt weights of exactly sol vable models. [28] 

It is easy to see that the operators defin ed in (8.1.8) satisfy the defining relations o f 

the algebra Uq(s/(2)) willt q generic. We call tlte represe ntation i n (8. 1.8) infinite 

dimensional colot representation. .' 

Let R (a 1 , a2 ;q) denote t he R matrLx o! the in fi nite d imensio nal representations 

(r."', v;<=l) ~nd (r."', V2(oo )) . The action of R(a,fJ;q) E Hom(V1(oo) ®V}""l, V}""\~~ 
vi"")) is given by t he foll owing. 

R(a,fJ; q): ePl ® e~2) o- L R'j(aJ, .:>2; q)eb
2

) ® e~1 l, (8.] .9) 
a,b 

wh ere e( l ) e(l) E jl(oo) and e(2) e(2) E v.C=l Here the ma.tri" eleme nts R"' •" ' (n a2· q) 
4 I C j b ) d 2 • • b,,b, l1 I 

a re given by 

I t is easy to sl10w the fo llow ing 

n-1 F(c.,a) 
IT [p- a- kj0 · 6a+n+! ,b · F(a,b) , 
k;Q 

n-1 . F(c., a) 
IT [a- k]q · Da-n-1,b · F(c. b)· 
k=O ' 

(8 .1.10) 

(8.1.1 1) 

Using th e rel ations (8 .l. ll ) we can calculate th e matrix elements R~: :~'(c. 1 , a2;q) . 

Propos iti o n 8 .1 The mat·rix element• R::~'(a1 ,a2 ;q) are given by 

00 

R~1';~J'(o 1 ,cr2 ;q) = L q-(pt-2al){p'l -2aJ)/2 - n(p 1 -2a 1 )+n{P'l -2~ ) 

n=O 
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We oemar k that se tting p, = j, wnere j , is a half integer, replacing v/"') by v,(N,) 

(N; = 2j, + J), and ch.oosin g th e gauge fac tor, we hav from (8.1.12) th e R matrix 

[59) for the sp in representations j 1 and h (see [28)) . 

8.2 Colored braid matrix as an infinite dimensional R 

matrix 

Let us introduce an infinite-state colored braid matrix Gj(a,{3;t). The variables 

(charges) a,b,c,d take infi.nite values a = O,J , ... , and the colors 01 ,{3 and the 

variable tare comp.lex parameters . [1 ,28,2] The infinite state colored braid matrix 

l1 as the charge conservation condition: Gj(cr,f!; t) = 0, unless a+b = c+d. We also 

ass ume Gj(a, .8; t ) = 0 for a < d. The non-zero matrix elemen ts for a+ b = c + d 

are given in the following. 

G~J(a, {J; t) = 

(8.2 .1) 

Her t is indefin ite. Th e expression (8.2.1) is equ ivalent to th e formula for the 

weights W(+) given in the refer ence [28]. 

Let v <ooJ be the infinite dimensional vector space over C, witl1 basis eo, e1 , .... 

We defin e G(a,{J; t) E Hom(V (oo) 0 V(ooJ, V("') 0 V("'l) by 

G( a , {J; t) : ec ® ed ,_. L Gj(cr, fJ; t)e. ® eb. (8 .2.2) 
a,b 

It has been proved tl1at the infinite-s tate colored braid matrix satisfi es the colored 

braid relation. [2] 

Pwposition 8 .2 (colored braid relation for th e infinite-state colored braid matrix) 

(G(cr,{J;t)® idv)( idv 0 G(a ,"(;t))(G(fJ,"/;t) ® idv) 

( idv ® G(fJ ,"/;t))(G(cr,"(;t) 0 idv)( idv®G(a,{3;t)). 
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(8.2.3) 

Let us introduce a matrix R by R.~;(cr 1 ,a2;q) = R~(a1 , a2;q). By com paring 

tl1e explicit matrix el ements, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 8.3 The matrix elementj Rj(a,,a2;q) for the infin ite dimensio~~al color 

rep re jenta tion of Uq(s1(2)) are equ ivalent to th e matrix elements Gj(cr, {3; t) of the 

infinite-sate co lored braid matrix by setting t = q-2 , a= q2P>, f3 = q2P1, 11- = -1/2, 

v = 1/2, 17 = 0, "= log( g), f = q-P>P'/2 and F(a; a)= E(a; a). 

Thus we have derived the infinite-state colored braid matrix from the quantum 

group Uq(sl(2)). 

8.3 Finite dimensional color representations 

Let us discuss res triction of the infini te dimensional representat ion into finite di 

mensional ones. Let w be a primitive N-th root of unity: 

(N,s)=l. (8.3.1 ) 

Here we recall that th e symbol (a , b) = 1 means that the integers a and b have no 

comrnou divisor except 1. Let f denote a square root ofw: E = ex:p(7ris/N) , (N, s) = 

1. Hereafter we assume that the gaugeiactor is given by F(a, a)= ((p- aJ.!(aJ. !)-J /2
. 

We take the limit g ~fin the infinite dimensional represen tation (8.1.8). Then. 

we have 

(83 .2) 

From (8.3.2) we can rest rict the infi.Itite dimensions into N dimensions: y(oo) --> 

y(N ), where v (N) is an N -dimensional vector space with basis eo, ... ' eN-1· For 

a, b = 0, 1, · · · N - 1 we have the following matrices 

(rro(x+)o=<l: 

(7ro(x-)q=<): 

(7ro(I<)q=<)ab 

((p- a] ,(a + 1],)1
/
2 · Oa+l ,b, 

((p- a+ 1],(a],)1
/
2 

· Oa-! ,b, 

f(p-2a) . Oa,b· (8.3.3) 

From the fact that there is no singularity in the limiting process q ~ f thai yields 

(8.3.3), we have the following. 

Proposition 8.4 The matrix representations {8.3.3} of the generators x±, K±1 

satisfy the defining relations of the U0(sl(2)) with g = <. 
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Thus we have a finit e dimensional representation o( u.(s/(2)) with q = L We call 

the represe ntation (fmite dimensiouil-1) color representation. We assume that the 

notation(.-(<>,<), y (N)) rep resents the color representation. 

Let us discuss R matrLx of tlte color representation . We first consid er restriction 

of the inftnite dim ensional R matrix (8.1.12) into a finit e dimensional one. We use 

the following (see [2]). 

[m],! =0 
[m- n],![n],! ' 

for m ~ N > max{n,m- n}. ( .3.4) 

By taking th e limit q ~£and using (8.3.4), the infinite dimensional representation 

(8.1.12) of th e universal R matrix essentially reduces to a ftnite dimensional mattix 

(see [2] for tlte colored braid matrix): R~: :~'(a,a2;q- f)= 0, unless a;,b; :<; N. 

We define matrix elements R~(a 1 ,a2)(N) by R~(a 1 a2)(N) = R~(a1 ,a2 ; g --+ f) 

wh e re a, b, c, d = 0 , 1, · · · , N - 1. We define the action of R(a 1 , a 2 )(N) in. the same 

W<lY as (2.9). Since botlt the matrix R(a1 ,a2)<N) and the color representations 

(.- (Q ;,•), V,(N)) ('i = 1, 2) are obtained (rom the infittite dim ensional representation 

(7r0
;, v.( oo)) by taking the limit q- f , we can show th e following relation. 

R(ot1, <l2)(N)(.-l ® 'll'2( .C. (a ))) = (>ro ® 1r1(.C.(a)))R(a1, a,)(N) for a = X±, J(±l, 

(8.3.5) 

where 'irj = 7r(c'i ,t.) fori= 1
1
2. Thus we have the followiJlg . 

Theorem 8.5 The matrix R(a 1, cr2)(N) gives the R matrix of th e co lor represe1lta

tions (,-(a;,<), V/N)) (i = 1, 2) of Uq(s/(2 , C)) with q :o c 

Thus we have show11 tha:t the N-stale colored braid matrLx corresponds to the R 

matrix for th e color representation. 

9 CG coefficients of color representations of 

U9(sl(2)) 

9.1 CGC for infinite dim. representations of U(sl(2)) 

Let us discuss representations of the universal enveloping algebra U(s/(2)). The 

deiining relatio ns o( the algebra U(s/(2)) are give n by the following. 

[H,X±] 

[x+,x-J 
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H. (9.1.1) 

T he comultiplication is given by 

x± ® I + I ® x±, 

I!®l+I ® H. (9.1.2) 

Let us define infinite d.imensional representation (,-P, y(ool) o( s/(2). Let v(oo) be 

an infLnite dlmensional vec tor space over C witlt basis eo, e1, · · ·, where ea is a basis 

vector ln y(oo) with the property (e 0 ) 0 = 8o.. We define the matrix elements o( the 

generators as follows. 

(,-P(X+)): 

(,-P(X-)): 

c,-Pcf[m 

V(2p- a)(a + 1) · Oo+l,b, 

Ja(2p- a+ 1) · 00 -l ,b • 

(2p- 2a) · Oo,b· (9.1.3) 

The variable a takes a nonnegative intege r; a = 0, 1, · · ·. The basis vectors (or the 

infinite dimensional representation are labeled by (p,z), where p E C and z E Z~o · 

Here the symbol Z~o represertts the set o( nonnegative integers. We write the 

representatio~ (.,.•, v <ool) as v<ool(p), and the basis vect6r e< as IP, z >. ln terms 

of the basis vector the representation (9.i .. 3) is expressed as follows . 

x+!p, z > 

x-!p ,z> 

Hlp, z > 

V(2p- z + 1) zlp, z- 1 >, 

V(2p- z)(z + 1)ip, z + 1 >, 

(2p- 2z)!p, z > . (9.l.4) 

Let us discuss decomposition Ol th e teusor product y(ool (pt) ® v <oo l(p, ) . We 

assume th e following 

1Pt ,P2;P3
1

Z3 >= L: C(p,,p2,P3;z,,zz,z3)!PJ , zl > ®lp2,z2 > · (9 .1.5) 

zt,Z1 

From the co mult iplication rule t>.(JI) = H @ I+ I ® H (Htot = ll1 + H2) we Cil-n 

sh ow 

(9.1.6) 

The relation (9.1.6) gives the charge conservation law. Usi.ng (9 .1.6) and the condi

tion z; E Z?:o, we can show 

(9.1.7) 
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Thus we have for n E Z~o 

IPI ,P'l;P l + P2- n,z3 > 
ZJ+n 

L C(pl,P2oPI + P2- n; Zt ,ZJ + n- Zt, ZJ) iPl o Zt > 0IP2 1 ZJ + n- Z1 >-
.:1=0 

(9.1.8) 

The (u sio~ rules fo r the tenso r product v<oo>(Pl) 0 v (oo) (P2) ar e summarized as 

follows. 

y(oo)(p,) ® v<ool(P2) = L N:,'p, y(oo)(PJ) (9.L9) 
Pl 

where 

l (or PJ =PI + P2- n, n E Z~o, 

0, otherwise. (9.Ll0) 

We assume th e following com·e ntion of the phase factor s of the CG coeffi cients. 

(9 .] .JJ) 

Then the Clebsclt-Gordan coefficients for infin ite dimensional representations are 

given by th e following. 

x J(zp, - z,)!(2P2- z2)!(2p, + 2p2- 2n- z3)!(z,) 1(z2)!(z3)! 

(- 1)" l 

X~ (v)'(n- v)! (zl- v)!(z2- n + v)! 

l 
x (2p, - n- z, + v)!(2pz - zz - v)! · (9

.J.1
2) 

Here we have d efin ed tl1 e symbol (p)! through tlte Gamma function 

(p) 1 = f(p + 1). (9.1.13) 

T he s um over the intege r v in (9.1.12) is taken under the foll owing condition 

max{O,n- z2) :'S 11 :'S rnin{11 ,z t}. (9.1.14) 
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9 .2 Infinite dime nsional case of U9 (sl(2)) 

In tltis sec tion we introduce th e following fo rms of the defi ning relations o( Uq(s/(2)). 

[36,45] 

[H,X±] 

p;+, x - ] 

±zx ±, 
qH _ q-H 

q- q-1 

The comultiplication is given by 

H 0 I+I 0 Il , 

x± 0 qH/2 + q-Jl/2 0 x±-

(9.2 .1) 

(9.2.2) 

It is noted that the defi.11ing relations are sligltlly different from th ose in the sect io n 

8. But the difference is not important . We use th e following symbols (o r q-analogs. 

q'l _ q-n 
[ll]q = ---_,-, 

q-q 

n 

[n ].! = IT [k]q , 
k=l 

n-1 

[p; n]•' = IT [p- k]q-
k=O 

Here n is a positive integer. For the case n = 0 we assume 

(9 .2 .3) 

(9.2.4) 

Let us define an infinite dimensio11al rep resentation ('11': , y (oo)) of Uq(sl(2)). We 

assume pis a complex parameter. Let y (oo) be an ildinite dimensional vector space 

ove r C with basis e0 , e 1 ,. · · , where e0 is a basis vector in y (oo) with the property 

(ea)b = 600 • We defme matrix elements of the rep resentat ions of the generators x+, 

x- for (11'~, y (oo) ) as follows. 

(-rrP(X+)q): 

(11'P(X-)q): 

( 11'P(H)q): 

J[2p- a] 9[a + 1]9 · Da+I ,bo 

J[2p- a+ l]q[a)q · Da-!,b o 

(2p- 2a) · Oa,b· (92.5) 

Here a,b are non negative integers (a,b = 0,1,--·), and p E C . It is easy to see 

that the operators defi11ed in (9.2.5) satisfy the defining relat ions o( the algebra 

Uq(s/(2)) with q generic. We call t l1e representatiotl in (9.2.5) infinite dimensional 

color representat ion. T he symbols ea(P) and Vq< 00 Jcp) represent tlte basis vector 

IP, z >q , and the representati on (rr~, y(ool), respectively. 
. . . d .,(oo) ( ) .o. .,(oo)( ) W Let us d1scuss decornposJtlon of the tensor pro uct Yq PI ""' Yq P2 · e 

define the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients by the following 

IP1 , P2;P3, z3 >9= L C(p,,pz ,p3;z,,z2, z3)qiP1 ,z1 >q ®IP2 ,Z2 >q · (9.2.6) 
Z\,.l'l 
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From th e comu lliplicat ion ruJe we can show 

(9.2.7) 

The rela1ion (9.2 .7) leads to the charge conservation law. Using (9.2.7) and the 

condi tion z, E Z~0 , we can show 

(9.2.8) 

Thus we have follo"i ng. 

/p, ,p2 ;p, +pz -n,z3 >. 
ZJ+n 

L C(p, , pz ,Pt +Pz-n;zJ.ZJ+n-z1,z3)q/PI,zl >q0/p2 , z3 +n-z1 > . 
z 1 ~o q 

(9 .2.9) 

Here 7l E Z;:::o· The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for in ftn ite dimensional representa

tion s arc given by the follo wirtg. 

C(pl, P2, PI + P2- n; Z], z2, ZJ)q = o(zJ, Zj + Z2- n) 

X J[2p1 + 2p2- 2n + 1]q [n].'[zJ]q![z2].'[z3]q! 

xg<•-n')/2+(n-z,)po +(n+z, )pz 

XL ( -1)"g-v(2p,+2p,-n+l) 

" [11]q![n - 11]q!(z1 - ll]q![zz- n + ll]q! 

X 

(9.2.10) 

Here PJ =PI+ P2- n, n E Z<:o, and th e sum over t he integer 11 i.n (9.2 .10) is taken 

und er the following condition 

max{O,n- z2} :$11:$ min{n,z1}. (9.2.11) 

Let Vq(J) be th e spin j representation of a.(s/(2)). Let us discu s decomposition 

of the tensor product Vq(oo)(p1 ) 0 v.u•) It is easy to see the following rules. 

C(pl,j2JP3; Zt,Z'J,ZJ)q 

C(p!,h,PJ; Z], Z2,ZJ)q 

0, unless p1 - z1 + h- z2 = p3 - z3 , 

0, unless p3 = p1 + h _ n 

and 0 :$ n $ 2h, n E Z;:::o. 
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(9.2.12) 

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are gi••en by 

C(p!>h 1PI + h- n; z1 , Zz, z3)q = o(z3 , ZJ + Zz- n) 

x J[2Pl + 2h- 2n + l]q [n]q![z,]q![z2]q![z3]q! 

X g<•-n' )/2+(n-zz)Pt + (n+z 1 )h 

XL (-1)"g-v(2pJ+2J>-n+l) 

" [11]q![n- 11]q 1[z1 - 11]q !(z2- n + ll]q ! 

x ((2pl -n;z, -11].!(2p1 - z1 ;n -11]q![2h- n;z2 + 11- n].'[2h- 22 ; 11]•!)
1
/
2 

(2pl +2h -Tl +1;zl + Z2 + l]q 1 

(9.2.13) 

Here the sum over the i.uteger 11 in (9.2.13) is taken under th e following condition 

(9.2.14) 

Let us discuss decomposition of the tensor product vJ1
') 0 vJool(p2 ). We can 

show \he following. 

C(ii 'P2. P3; Z], Z2, Z3)q 

G(J"l, P2 , P3; Zl, Z2, Z3)q 

o, unless i1 - ZJ + P2- z2 = PJ- z3 , 

0, unless PJ = i1 + pz - n, 

and 0:$ n :$ 2j] ,nE Z;:::o. 

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are given by the followi.ng. 

C(j1,P2,j1 + P2- n; Z], z2, ZJ)q = li(z3, Zl + Z2- n) 

X J[2jl + 2p,- 2n + l]q [n]q![zt]q![z2]q1[zJ]q! 

X g(n-n1 )/2+(n-,,)it +(n+rt )p, 

( -1)" q-v(2j, +2n-n+l) 

x ~ [11]q 1[n- 11]q![z1 - 11]q![z2 - n + v]q! 

(9 .2.15) 

X 
[2h - n; z1- v]. !(2jl - ZJ; n- 11]q1[2P2- n; z2 + 11- n]q !(2pz- z2; 11]•' 

(2iJ + 2p2 -!l +I; Z1 + Z2 + l]q! 
(9.2.16) 

T he sum ove r the integer 11 in (9.2.16) is taken under the [allowing condition 

(9.2.17) 

For convenience we give the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for finite dim ensional 

representations y(;;J, i = 1, 2, 3 in th e following (59] (see a lso (73]). 
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x([2iJ + l)0 )
1

/
26q{jd2h) 

x ql• (J, +t)+J,(J,+l)-Jo(J, +1)+2(Jin+ Jl (n-,, )-n(J,-,, ))/2 

x([2h - zl)q![zl)q!f2h - z2]q 1[zz]q![2h- ZJ]q'[z3]q!)1 i 2 

XL ( -1)" q-"(J•+n+JJ+l) 

" [v]q! [jl + i2- h- v]q![z,- v]q! 

X ] 
[2j, - zz- v]q![h + jl- h- z, + vJ.![iJ- j 1 - h + z2 + v]• '. 

(9.2.18) 

Here ihe sum over the integer v is suclt th at 

(9.2.19) 

The sym bol Llq{abc) has been defined by 

(9 .2.20) 

If we rep lace 'Pi by j, (i = 1, 2, 3), then the formal expression of the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients for infinite dimensional representatioits is consistent with the finite di

mensioJJal one (9.2.18). 

The Clebsclt-Gordan coefficien ts satisfy the orthogonali ty relatio1l. 

8 ' nn 

LC(pl,P2 ,Pl + P2- n;z1,r- z1,r- n)q ,, 
xC(pl,P2,Pl +P2 -n';z·1,T- z1 ,r -n')q, 

L C(p1,h,P1 +P2- n;z1, T- z1,r- n)q ,, 
xC(p1,}2,P1 + }2- n'; z1, r- ZJ, r- n')q, 

L C(jt,p2,h + P2- n; z1, T- z1 , r- n)q ,, 
xC(jl,P2,jl + 'P2 -n'; Zj,T- z1 , T- n\. 

(9 .2.21) 

(9 2.22) 

(9.2.23) 

We can calculate the Racal1 coefficients using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 

and the orthogonality relations (9.2.21),(9.2.22),(9 .2.23) as in §2. The Racah coef

ficieu ts are given by 

Jrzp" + 1J.rz~,· + 1J.w(l'l• 1"2, ~"·~"3;P ', p'\ 
L L C(1•1 ,1"2, p';wl,w2,Wt + w2- n')q 
Wj W'J 
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xC(J./,JJ3 1 J.LjW! + w2- n',z"- w2 ,tu1 + zjl -n)q 

x C(JJ2, /J.3 1 /J2 + JLJ - n"; w2 , z'' - w2, zJ' - nll)q 

xC(J.Lt, f-L
11

1 JliWt, z", tu1 + z" + n" - n)q- (9.2.24) 

Here we have assumed that 21•,(i = 1,2,3) is either a nonuegative integer (2p, E 

Z<:o) or a. complex parameter (p; E C). We have defi ned p, p', 1•" by 

!" = l"t + M + 1"3 - n, p' = Ill + 1"2- n', p" = M + 1"3 - n". 

9.3 Finite dimensional case of Uq(sl(2)) 

Let w be a ptimitive N-th root of unity: 

2rris 
w=e"-p(N)' (N,s)=l. 

(9.2.2.5) 

(9.3.1) 

Here we recall that by the symbol (a , b) = we express that th e intege rs a and b 

have no common divisor except 1. Let E represent a square root o( w: E = w112 = 
exp('lfis/N), (N,s)=J. 

We take the limit q- E in the infinite dimensional rep resentat ion (9.2.5). Then 

we have 

(9.3.2.) 

From the property (9.3.2) we can restrict the infinite dimensions into N dimensions: 

y(oo ) ~ y(N), where y(N) is an N-dimensional vector space with basis eo,·· ·, eN-1· 

For a, b = 0, 1, · · · N - 1 we have the following matrLx representations 

(1fP(X+)q=<): 

(;r•(x-)q=<l: 

( 'lfP(]()q=<)ab 

([2p- a],[a + 1],)112 
· 6a+l,b1 

([2p- a+ 1],[a].)'i2 
· Oa-l,b• 

E(2p-2a) . 6a,b· (9.3.3) 

The symbol \t,CN\p ) represents the fmite dimensional color representatio1t { ,.~, V(N)}. 

We write t.l1e basis vector e. as IP, z >,.The basis vectors for v}Nl(p) are {IP, z >, 

,z=O, .. ·, N-1}. 

Let us discuss decompositioll of the tensor product V,(N)(Pt) 0 v,(N)(P2)- We 

take th e limit q -> E in th e expression of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (9.2.10). 

Since there is no singularity in the limiting process in th e expression of the Clebsch

Gordan coefficients, we have the fusion rule i11 tlte following. 

v}Nl(Pt) 0 v,U'l(pz) = L N:: .P> V,CN)(P3), (9.3.4) 
PJ 
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where 

JVPJ 
PI oPl 1, for P3 = Pt +pz,P! +pz - 1, · ·-,p, +pz- N + l. 

0, otherwise. (9 .3.5) 

We note that th e cond ition 0 ::; n ::; N- 1 is derived from the factor ~itt 

(9 .:uo). In terms of the Clebsch- Go rdan coefficients we ltave 

and 0 ::; z3 ::; N - 1, 

0, unless PJ = Pt + P2- n, 

and 0::; n::; N -1,n E Z~o- (9.3 .6) 

We again note tltat the cond ition 0::; ZJ::; N- 1 comes from the factor J[zJ]q! in 

(9.2. 10). 

By taking the limit q- f in (9.2.10) we obtain the Clebsch-Go rdan coefficients 

for fittit e dim ensional color representations. Let us se t P3 = p1 +pz - n, wh ere n is an 

integer with 0::; n::; N- 1, a nd 0::; z; ::; N- 1, for i=l ,2 ,3 . The Clebsch- Gordan 

coefficients for V,CN\p,) for i = l , 2, 3 are given as fol.lows. 

C(pt.P2,P1 + P2 - n;z1,zz,z3) , = 6(zJ,Zt + z2- n) 

x Jf2pt + 27'2- 2n + 1], [n],![zJ],'[zz],![zJ],! 

X £(n-n1 )/ 2+(n-,,)pt +(n+' t )P"J 

XL (-1)"f-v(pt+P>+p,+l) 

" [v] , '[n- v],![zt - v],![ z2 - n + v],! 

X 
[2Pt - n.; ZJ - v], ![2Pt - z 1 ; n- v], 1[2pz- n; z2 + 11 - n],![2pz- Zz; v], ! 

[2Pt + 2pz- n + l ; Zt + z2 + 1], ! 

(9.3 .7) 

Here the sum over th e integer v in (9.3 .7) is taken und er the foll owing condition 

rnax{O, n- z2} ::; v::; min{ n, zt} . (9.3.8) 

Let V}1
) be the spin j repre entation of U,(s/(2)) . When q is a root of unity 

(q 2
N = 1), the spin j represen tations of Uq(s/(2)) has th e fol.lo1ving constraint. 

[82 ,83] 

0 :5 2j $ N - 2, 2j E Z~o- (9.3 .9) 
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Let us discuss decompositio tt of th e tensor produc t V}NJ(pJ) 0 V,Cn) By taking th e 

limit q- f in (9.2.13) we have the followi ng fusion rule. 

v}Nl(pl) 0 v}nl = L N:,'i1 v}Nl (PJ) (9.3.10) 
P3 

wltere 

1 for PJ = PI + iz- n, 0 :5 n :5 2i2, n E Z, 

0, o th erwise. (9 .3.11 ) 

We recall that 2h < N- J. In terms of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients we have 

C(p1,jz ,p3; z1, z2 , ZJ)< = 0, unless PI- Zt + h- Zz = PJ- ZJ 

and 0 ::; ZJ ::; N - 1, 

0, unless P3 = P1 + i2- n, 

a.nd 0 ::; n ::; 2jz, n E Z~o - (9.3.12) 

Let us set p3 = p1 + p2 - n., where n is an integer with 0 ::; n ::; N- J, and 

0::; z;::; N -1 , for i= l,3 , and 0::; z2 ~ N- 2. Th en , by taking the limit : q--> f in 

(9.2. 13), we have the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. We note there is no sing ul arity 

in the limiting procedure. 

C(p1,jz,p1 + h -n;zt,zz,ZJ), = 6(z3,z1 + z2- n) 

x J[2p1 + 2jz- 2n + 1], [n], 1[z!], 1[zz],![zJ],! 

X E(n-n.2)j2+(n-zl )PI + (n+zl )j'J 

( -ly-'f-"('.?p1+2n-n+ l) 

X ~ [v], '[n - v],![z1 - v], ![zz - n + v],! 

[ . J '[2 . . 1 ') 1/ 2 

(
[2p1 - n; z1 - 11],![2p1 - z1 ; n- v], ! 2]2- n; zz + v- n , . 12- z2 , v ,. 

X [2p1 +2j2 - n+ 1;z, + z2 + l],! 
(9 .3.13) 

Here the sum over the ittteger v ill (9.3.13) is tak en und er the following condition 

(9 .3.11) 

In th e same way we have th e followi ng. 

v}i• J 0 v,CNl (pz) = :L NJ,'., v,<NJ(p3 ) (9.3.15) 
Pl 
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where 

NPJ 
JlP1 

1 for P3 = j, + P2- n, 0 ~ n ~ 2h, n E Z, 

0, otherwise. (9.3.16) 

We recall that 2j, < N- J. In terms o[ the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients we have 

and 0 :0:: z3 :0:: N - 1 

0, unless p3 = h + p2 - 11, 

and 0 ~ n ~ 2j,, n E Z~o · (9.3.17) 

By Laking the limit: q- E in (9.2.16), we have the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 

C(j, oP2,jl + P2- n.; Z], Z2, ZJ)c = 6(zJ, ZJ + zz- n) 

xj[zj, + 2p2- 2n + 1], [n], 1[:1 ],![z2], 1(z3],! 
X E(n-n2 )/2+(n-.:J)JI +(n+~ 1 )P1 

( -1YE-..,(2;1+2v,-n+t) 

X .s= [11], ![n - 11], !(z1 - 11],![z2 - n + 11],! 

X ( [2j,- n; ZJ- 11],![2j,_- z,; n- 11],!(2p2- n; z2 + v- n],!(2p2 

[2J, + Zp2 -n + 1; z1 + z2 + 1],1 

z2; v],!) 1/2. 

(9.3.18) 

Here tlre sum over the integer 11 in (9 .3.18) is taken urtder the [allowing coJJdition 

max{O, n- Z'2, n + z1 - 2j1) ~ 11 :0:: min{n, z!} . (9.3.19) 

The Clebsch-Go rdan coefficients have the fol.lowing orthogo11ality relations . 

8nn ' L C(pl,P2,P1 + P2- n; z,, T- z1, r- n), 
.q 

xC(pi,P2,Pl + 'P2- n'; z1, r -z1, r- n')f., (9 .3.20) 

li ' L C(p,,pz,pl + P2- n; z1, z + n - ZJ,z), 
.::1.:1 

xC(p1,P2 ,Pl + P2- n; z~, z + n- z~,z)t:, (9.3.21) 

6nn 1 l:C(p,,h,Pl + i2- n; z1, r- ZJo r- n)< ,, 
xC(p1,i-J,,p1 + i2- n'; Zl,'T- Zl, T- n')f, (9.3.22) 

6 , 
ZJ..ll 

l:C(p,,ja,p, + h- n; z1, z + n- z1, z), 

xC(pt,i2,Pl + i2- n; z~, z + n- z~, z)f-, (9.3.23) 
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1 

(9.3 24) 

x C(il, pz, j, + P2- n; z;, z + n- z;, z)c. (9.3.25) 

Let z,., (i = 1, 2, 3) be either a nonnegative integer (21", E Z~o) or a complex 

parameter (1", E C). We introduce iJ-, tt', tt" by 

J1. = tt 1 + 112 +1<3- n,tt' = tt1 + iJ-2 -n',/ = J1.2 +JLJ -n". (9 3.26) 

where n, n', n" E Z~o· ln terms o[ the Clebsch-Gordau coefficients the Racah coe!

iicients W(tt1, iJ-2, iJ-, !"3; ,.·, Jl.''J. ue gh·en by the following. 

Jf2tt' + 1],[2'"" + 1J,W(tt,,iJ-2,!",ttJ;tt',tt"J, 

L L C(i"1ol'2olt';wl,WZ,Wt + W)- n\ 
Wl W2 

XC(tt',J.L3 1 tl·i Wl + W2- n', Z
11

- W2,W1 + Z

11

- n)( 

XC(J,l.2 1•JL3,J.L2+tJ.3-n
11

j W2 1 Z
11 

-W2 1 Z
11 

-n
11

)e 

xC(J.LI,#J
11

1 J'iW1,/',wl + z'' +n"- n)<· (9.3 .27) 

Finally we give comments. (1) The finite dimensional color representation in this 

section is equivalent to the N dimensional representation o[ U9(sl(2)) with q
2

N = 1 

in the reference (83]. We have discussed the represcntatio11 from the view point of 

the inflnile dimensional representation o[ Uq(sl(2)) and the limit g-> E introduced 

in the reference (30] , and then tbtough the limit we have obtained the formulas for 

the Clebsch-Gordan coefficien ts and the Racah coefficients. (2) Fusion rules s imilar 

to (9.3.5) and (9.3.1l) have been given in the reference [8]. The fusion rules are [or 

them dimensional representations (semi-periodic represent ations) o[ U9 (s1(2)) with 

gm = 1, which ate different (ro m the iiuite dimensional color rep resentations (t he 

N dimensional representation with q2
N = 1). 
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10 

10.1 

g les 

Invariants of Colored Framed Graphs 

Invariants of colored oriented framed graph tan-

We can show ~he following relation [or the Clebsch·gord an coeffi.ciero~s and the col

ored braid matrix 

""' 
(lO.l.l) 

We consid r tri,·alent graphs, which have vertices with three edges. Framed 

graphs ltave (raming vector fields. We assume that all thr ee edges have common 

tangent vector i.n tlte trivalent vertex, and the (raming vector field is always normal 

to the tangen t vector to tl1 e ,·ertex. 

Fig. lO.l.l 

We introduce " graph tangle" . We define (k, /)-ori ented graph tangle T by a finite 

se\ of disjoint oriented arcs, odented trivalent vertices, and oriented circles properly 

em bedded i11 R 2 x (0, l] such thai 

ar = {(i, o, o); i = 1, 2, ... , k} u {(j, o, J); i = 1, ... , 1}, (10.1.2) 

where the symbol fJT denotes the upper and lower boundaries o( the graph \angle. 

We define colored oriented g.raph tangles (T, a) by assigning colors on edges , arcs 

and circles o( graph tangles. 

We can express trivalent framed graph tangle by plane diagram. [81,56] We can 

choose the diagram such that the framing vector field is normal to the plane of 

project ion and direc~ed "up". 

Proposition 10.1 {81} The isato11Y i11va·riants of fram ed graph tangles are fu nc

tions an their plane diagrams, invariant under the fa/lo wing local moves £ 1 ~ £ 7 • 

Fig. 10.1.2 
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We introduce weights [or diagrams. We assign the colored braid matrices, the 

Clebsch-Gordan coeffi cients, and the weights U; to the braiding diagrams, trivalent 

vertex diagrams, and the creation-annihi.lalion diag.rams, respectively. 

Fig. 10.1.3 

We define ¢(T, a) for a graph tangle T by tlte summation over aU possible confi gu

rations o[ variables z, on th e edges (or segments) o[ the graph. In the summation we 

fix the colors p;. The sum co rresponds to partition function in latistical mechanics. 

Then from th e braid relation and the basic relations corresponding to the Reide

meister moves the sum ¢(T, a) for the graph tangle Tis invariant under the moves 

E1 ~ £ 7 . Thu s we have isotopy invariams of trivalen~ colored oriented framed graph 

tangles. 

10 .2 Invariants of trivalent framed graphs 

We construct invariants of trivalent colored oriented framed graphs (colored oriented 

ribbon graplts) by an approach parallel to that for tl1e colored link invadants. [2,31] 

Through (1,1)-graph tangle we introduce another in variant of a framed graph. [2] 

LetT be a (1, 1)- graph tangle. We assume that T represents the grapltob~ained 

by closing the open strings o( T. It is easy to show the [allowing proposition. [2] 

Propos ition 10.2 Let T 1 and T 2 are two (1 , 1)-g·raph ta11gies. lf T 1 is isotopic to 

T 2 as a graph in 5 3 by an isotopy which carries the closing component ojT1 to that 

afT2 • Th en T1 is isotopic to T2 as a (1 , 1) -graph ta11gie. 

LetT be a (1 , 1)-grapll taugle. We put F = T and sis the color of the closing 

component (or edge) o[ 1'. We denote by ¢(T, a)& the value¢ for the graph tangl e 

wil]l variables a and bon the closing component (or edge). 

Fig. 10.2.1 

Then from the discussion given in Lh e reference [2] we can show that 

(10.2.1) 

The value o[ ¢(7', a)l: do not depend on a or b. 

For a colored gtapll (F, a) and a color s o( closing compo11enL (or edge), we 

define !!> by !I>(F, s, a) = .A where F, 1', s are above and ¢(T, a)b = AOab· By the 
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basic relations given in §7.2 and §10.1, <!>is well-defined, i.e. if>(F, s, a) does not 

depend ou a choice ofT. 

Fn rth er we have th e following propo itio n , to obtain invariants which do not 

depend on s. 

Proposition 10.3 For a graph F and its color a= (p1 , · · ·,p.), we have the fol

lowing formula. 

<I>(F, s, a)([p,; N- 1],!)-1 = <I>(F, s', a)([p,•; N- 1],!)-1 (10.2.2) 

T he proof o f this proposit ion is equi valent to that g iven in Appe11dix C. [2,31] By 

this proposition we obtain ll1e 11e:d dennition. 

D efiniti on 10 .4 For a trive1lent colored oriented framed graph (F, a), we define an 

isotopy invariant ID of (F, a) by 

<i>(F, a:)= if>(F, s, o:)([p,; N- 1}.!)-1
. (10.2.3) 

Thus we obtain new imariants if>(F, a:) of trivalent colo red orieitted [ramed graphs 

(F, a:). 

11 Colored IRF models and vertex models 

11.1 Quantum affine algebra Uq(sl(2)) 

We express the Boltzmann weights of the colored vertex mod els in terms of th e 

Clebsch-Gordan coe!ficients of color representations . Let us consider th e q-a nalog 

of th e universal enveloping algebra Uq(.i1(2,C)) of th e affine Kac-Moody a1gebra 

51(2). [45] T he generators {xt I ff; ; i = 0, 1} satisfy th e fo.llowing defining relations 

(i,j = 0, 1). 

[H;,Hj] 

[H;,XtJ 

0, 

~ (-1)" [3jq! (X±)3-" ~±(X?')"= 0 ( . _J. ') ( ) :SQ [3 - v]q'[v]q' ' J ' 'r J · 11.1.1 

The comn ltiplication is given by 

H; 01 +1 0 lf;, 

xf 0 qH ;/2 + q-H,f2 0 x,±. (11.1.2) 
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Let R. represent the uni versal R matrix of Uq(S/(2, C)). The universal R matrix 

satisfies th.e following 

R.ll(a) = r o t~(a)R. , a E Uq(s/(2, C)), (J1.1.3) 

where r is the permutation operator r(IJ 0 l2) = l2 0 l1, ·(or t,, l2 E Uq(S1(2,C)). 

For simplicity we sometimes write Uq(s1(2, C)) and Uq(s1(2, C)) "-' Uq and Uq, re

spectively. 

Let us discu<;s solvable models from the viewpoint of tJ q· We define a homomor-

phism¢> 

by 

-H, 

¢>(X;"-)= x±, 

¢>( H1 ) = fl. 

We introduce an automorphism Tx 

by 

X±! xt 1 

X , fo r X=X~,Ho, H1 . 

We deiine an operator R(x) by 

R(x) = ¢>((Tz ® J(R.)) . 

Then th e operator R( x) satisfl.es th e following for i = 0, 1. 

R(x)qH./2 0 qil;/2 = qif;/2 ® qii,f2 R(x), 

R(x)(x6( ;,o) ,';,+ ® ll,/2 + q-if ,/2 ® Xt) 

(x6(•,0) xt 0 q-if;/2 + qH; /2 0 X,+)R(x) , 

R(x)(x-6(i,O) x; 0 qif ;/2 + q-H;/2 0 xn 
(x-6(i,O) .X; 0 q-fi,/2 + qif;/2 0 x,-)R(x). 

Here x,± =¢>(X;±), H; = ¢>( If;) fori= 0, 1. 

(1 1.1.4) 

(11.1.5) 

(1 1.1.6) 

(11.1 .7) 

(1 1.1.8) 

(11.1.9) 

(ll .I.JO) 

(11.1.11) 

Let us take arbitrary two represent a tions 1'1 1 J.L2 of Uq . We can take as 1'1 and 

J.L2 the spin j re presentations o[ Uq(s1(2)), or the (i11.finite dim. or finite dim. ) color 
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repre entations of Uq(sl(2)). We define R matrix and its matrix elements for the 

representations by 

7rPI ® .-I''(R(x)), 

RJJlWl(xn,'~2 (7rPI ® .-P'(R(x))):,';;,'. (ll.J.12) 

Then the relations (ll.1.9), (11.1.10) and (11.1.11) give linear equations for the R 

matrix elements. IL is easy to see that ii the matrix elements satisfy the liitear 

equations, then the matrix elements satisfy the Yang-Baxter equations. [46] 

I: R,,,.,(un:~R.,.IP3(u + v)~:b;R,.,.,(v)~;~' 
C!CJ C.1 

2:: R.,,,., c u )~: ~; Rp, p, c u + "n: ~: R,,p, c v )~~~. (11.1.13) 
qC:)CJ 

Here we have defined the spectra l parameter u by x = exp u. In operator formalism , 

so lutions o( the linear equations (R matri:<) can be wri tten as 

(11.1.14) 

Here tl1 e sum is tak n over all I' appearing in tl1e decomposition of th e tensor 

product Ill® 1'2 (I' C l'l ® th) , and g(l'l, 1'2, 11; u) is som e fun ction of th e spectral 

parameter x = exp u. 

11.2 Infinit e dimensional vertex mode l 

In this subsection we construct th e colored vertex models by calculating th e matrix. 

elements of the R matrix (11.1.14) on th e color representat ions. Let us consider 

color representat ions (.-~P·l,v(ool) (i = 1,2) of Uq(sl(2)). We define R.,.,p,(g;u) 

and its m atri.x elements by 

"~pi)® .,-~'l(R(x)), 

("~')®"~'l(R(x))):::. (11.2.1) 

Here a1, a2, b1, b2 = 0, J, · · ·, oo . 

We can show that the following gives a solution of the linear equations (11.1.9), 

(1J.l.JO) and (11.1.11). 

00 

wh ere 

n-l [u- Pl - P2 + kJ 
g(p1,P2,n;u)q = (-1)" II [ k]q, (or nE Z;.:o· 

k;O u + Pl + P2 - q 

(11.2.3) 

We assumeg(p1 ,p2,n = O;u)q = 1. For the fixed valueso[a;,b;(i = 1,2), the sum in 

(11.2 .2) reduces to a fin ite s\lm. Therefore the sum in (11.2.2) is well defined. Thus 

we have an expli cit formula for the R matri.x elements for the infinite dimensional 

color represeJtt.atio.n. It is remarked that the case p1 = p2, the illfinite dimensional 

representation o( the R matrix with a spectra.! parameter we re discussed by Jimbo 

by using projection operators. [45] 

Through the R matrix ( 11.2.2) the Boltzman n weights of the colored vertex 

model are written as follows 

x<""l(u)"b = 1) (q· u)ba a.B cd .. '"PIP1 , cd1 (11.2.4) 

where a= qP' and {J = qP•. Thus we obtain the colored vertex model of the infi11ite 

state case introduced in the re(ereJtce [30]. 
Using the C!ebsch-Gordan coefficients we can calcul ate R matrix for fh e repre

seJJtations V' and. y(ooJ. We defin e Rp,j,(x) and its Jl\atri.x elements by 

"~,) ® "¥'l(R(x)), 

( 7r~P<) ® 7I~'l(R(x)J)~. (11.2 .5) 

Here a1 ,b1 = 0, 1,···,oo, and a2 ,b2 = 0,1,···2iz . The matrix elements are given 

by the following. 

2n 
L g(p,,h,n;u)q 
n=O 

C(p,, jz, P1 + P2- n; b1, b2 , b1 + b2 - n)q 

C(h, PI, P1 + P2- n; a2, a!> a1 + a2- n)q· (JJ .2.6) 

Here g(p1 ,)2,n;u)q is given by (11.2.3) with P2 =h. 

11.3 F inite d imensional vertex model 

We discuss finite dimensional colored vertex models. In Appendix E we give the 
I: g(pl,P2, n; u)q 
""' o B oltzmann weights of the colored vertex models for the cases N = 2, 3, 4. 

C(pi,P2,P1 + Pz- n;b1,b2,b1 + b2- n)q 

C(p2, P1, Pl + P2 - n; a2, a1, a1 + a2 - n)q· (11.2.2) 
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Let us co nsider color representations (7r~p;)' vCNl) (i = 1, 2) of Uq(s/(2)) with 

q = t. We define R,,p,(t;x) and its matrix elements by 

R,,p,(t; x) ,.~pi) 0 .,-~"' ) ( R(x)), 

( .,-~P,J 0 ;r~P>l(R(xJJ):::' . (11.3.1) 

Tb en we ha,·e the followiJtg. 

N-1 

Rp,p,(t;un:~' = 2::: g(p1,P2 ,n;u), 
n=O 

X C(p,, P2, PI + P2- n; b1 , b2, b1 + b2 - n), 

x C(p,, P1 ,p, + P2 - n; a2, a 1, a1 + a2 - n)., (11.3.2) 

where 

n-l [u -P> - p + k] 
g(pl,pz,n;u ), =(-l)" fi 2 

' , fornEZ?:O· 
k=O ( U +PI + P2 - kj, 

(11.3.3) 

We assu me 9(P> ,p2, n = 0; u), = 1. 

Tlu:ough the R matrix (11.2.2) the Boltzmann weights a[ the colored vertex 

model are wril ten as follows 

(11.3.4) 

where a = tP' and fJ = tP•. Thus we obtain th e colored vertex model of th e fmit 

state case giveu in the reference [29}. 

Using th e Clebsch-Gordan coefficients we can calculate R matrix for the repre

sentations VJ and vCN) _ We define Rp,j,(x) and its matrix elements by 

Rp11,(E; x) 

Rp,j,(t; x )~:b; 

7r~p,) 0 "~' )(R(x)), 

( 1!"~p>) 01l"~i>)(R(x)))~. (11.3 .5) 

Here a1, b1 = 0, l , N - 1, and az, ba = 0, 1, · · · 2j,. The matrix elements a-re giveii 

by lhe (allowing. 

2)1 

L9(p,,j,,n;u), 
n=O 

C(pt,h,P> +p2- n;b1 , b2,b1 +bz- n), 

C(h,p1,P> + P2- n;a2,a1,a1 + a2- n),. (11.3.6) 

Here the function g(p1, h, n ; u), is given by (11.3.3) with p2 =h. It is easy to show 

th at th e R matrix (11.3.6) gives a solution of tlte linear eq uation (11.1.10) . 
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11.4 Infinite dimensional colored IRF models 

Using the Racalt coefficients for color representations we defin e colored JR.F (Inter

action Round a Face) models. Let the symbol w(a , b, c, d;p 1, p2 ; u)q denote th e 

Boltzmann weight of colored IRF model for \.he config uration {a, b, c, d; p1, p2}. 

The admissible coJtdit ion is de termin ed by tl1e fusion rules . In the config ura tion 

{a,b,c,d;pJ,P2}, a is admissible to d if a C p1 0d, i.e. , N;,.d f 0. We express 

We assume that the symbol a - d means this condition. The Boltzmann weight 

w(a, b, c, d; Ph P2; u)q is defined to be zero , nn.less a-d, b- a , c- d and b- c. 

The Yang-Ba.xter relation for the colored IRF mod el is given by the follow.ing. 

L w(gJ, 92, g, go; Pl, P2; u)w(g3 , 93, 9;, g;p1, p3; u + v) 

w(g, g;, g~, go; P2, PJi v) 

L w(g2, 93, g, 9>;P2 , P3 ;v)w(gt, g,g;, go;pl,P3; u + v) 
g 

w(g,9,,g;,g;;p,,pz;u). (11.4.1) 

The Boltzmann weights a[ the colored IRF models are givell as follows. 

w(g12, g1, 921, 9oiPt,P2i u)q 

t g(pl ,p2 , n; u).[2p + 1J.J[2.gt2 + 1]0[2921 + 1]q 
n=O 

W(p2, Pl, 91, Yo; p, 912)q W(p1, pz, 9>, 9o;p, 921 )q , (11.4.2) 

where p =PI +P2 -n,n E Z?:o, and the function g(p1,pz,n;u)q is given by (11.2.3) 

. We recall that the sym bois W a.nd w represent the Racah coefficient and th e 

Boltzmann weight o[ the IRF model, respectively. 

The expression (1l.4.2) catt be derived from (11.2.2) by usi11g th e defi>tition of 

th e Racah coefficients. For the cases of the spin j represent ations , connectioll of the 

ntF model to the quantum 6 j symbol was discussed in Ref. [75} (see also [73}) . 

Tlterefore the Boltzmann weights given i11 (11.4.2) satisfy the Yang-Baxter Ielation 

for the IRF models (11.4.1). 

We can discuss hybrid type colored lRF models, i.e., 2J.11 E Z?:o or 2J.12 E Z?:o· 

For simplicity we consider only the case p1 E C and 2J.L2 = 2h E Z?:O· The 

Boltzmatu• weights of the colored IRF models are given as follows. 

w(g,2, 9!, 921, go; PI, h ; u)q 
2n 

L g(pt,h,n;u)q[2p + 1]qJ[2912 + 1}.[2921 + 1}• 
n;::;O 

W(h , P1, 9t , 9o;p, 9t2 ). W(p1 , i2, 91 , go; p, 921)., 
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(ll.4.3) 



where p = PJ + h- n,O S n S 2h,n E Z<:o, and the fru1ction g(p1,p2 ,n;u)q is 

given by (11.2 .3). 

11.5 F inite dimensional colored IRF models 

Using lhe Racah coefficients for color representations we define colored IRF (Inter

action Round a Face) models. Let the symbol w(a,b,c,d;p1 ,p2 ;u), rep resent the 

Boltzmann weight of colored !RF model associated with finit e dimelJsional color 

representations of Uq(s/(2)). 

T he Boltzmann weights of th e colored TRF model are given by the foUowing. 

w(_gn, g1, g21 , go; PJ, P2; u), 
N-1 

L g(p,,p,, n; u), [2p + 1J.J[2gt2 + 1],[2g21 + 1], 
n=O 

x W(p'2 , Pl, 91, 9oi p, 9I'J)tW(pi, P2, g1, 9oi p, g21)~. 

Here the functi on g(p1 ,p2,n;u), is given by (ll .3.3). 

(1 1.5.1 ) 

:ve can discuss hybrid type colo red IRF mod els, i. e., 2J.L1 E Z :2:o o r 2p.2 E Z<:o

For simplicity we consider only the case Pl E C and 2!'2 = 2h E Z~o- The 

Boltzmam1 weights of th e colo red TRF models are given as follows. 

w(g12, 91,921, go; P1, h; u), 
2]2 

L g(pJ ,h, n; u),[2p + 1J,J[2g12 + l ],[2g21 + 1], 
n=O 

W(]2, P1, 91, go; p, g12), W (p1, j,, g1, go; p, g21 ), (11.5.2) 

wh ere P = P1 + i2- n, 0 :5 n :5 2)2, n E Z<:o , and the function g(p1 , )2, n), is given 

by (11.3 .3). 

12 Discussion 

12.1 Co lo r representations of Uq(g) 

Let us coJtsider Uq(g), wh ere g is an arbitrary Lie a lgebra (see A ppendix B) . We 

can cons truct co lor tepresentations of u.(g) thro ugh the following procedutes: (1) 

We consttuct infinite dime1tsional reptese ntations with color variables by taki ng th e 

Dynkin coefficients (or the labels for lite highes t weight vectors of finite dim ensional 

represe ntatio ns) co mplex param ete rs, which give co lor variab]es. (2) Taking the 
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limi t q ~ £, where f is a. square root of a primi tive root o( unity w, we res\ tict th e 

infinite dimensional representation into a ft nite dimensional one. 

T hrough the g-analog o f the Gelfand-Zetlin basis o f sl(n) [·l7,97]. we co nstn1ct 

color r epreseuiations of U.(sl(n, C )). We introduce th e Gelfand pattern. (·12 ,91] 

Each finite dim ertsional itreducible representatio11 space of s/(n) is specified by a set 

of n ordered integers 

(J2.1.l) 

We write this vector space as V([[m]),). The vector space is spanned by a se t of 

vectors which are l abeled by th e integers m;ii S j = 1, 2, · · · n- 1). T he set of 

n(n + 1)/2 i·ntege rs is arranged in a Gelfand pattern, a triangul ar a rr ay , denoted 

by (m)n: 

( '"'" m2n m_ l 
(m), = 

7n1n- l ffin-.ln-1 (12.1.2) 

171]1 

For a specifi ed set of in tege rs [[m]],. the remaining intege rs m;1 (iS j = 1, · · · n- 1) 

assume any values consi tent wi th the "be tween ness" cond itions 

(12.1.3) 

Futile dimensional representa tio ns of u.(sl(n)) are labeled by the Gelfand patterns. 

[85,48] We can wdte dow n matrix representations of the generators X,±, K; (i = 

1, .. . 'n) of u.(sl(n)) (see (48]). 

Le t us disc uss infinite dimensional color representations of Uq(sl(n)). We re

place the i1ttege r m1, in [[m]], by a co mplex parameter p, and we let m1n-1 take 

any in tegers but a condition m1,-l 2: m2,. Then we h ave infinite dimensio1tal 

color represent ations, wh ere p is the color parameter. We can co nst ru ct matr l."<: 

representations of tl1 e generators x,±, J{; (i = 1, · · ·, n) in tlte in:li nite dimensional 

representatio n usin g th e q-analog o f l.he Gelfand-Zetlln basis. 

Let us construct fu1it e dimension al color represe ntations. vVe take the limit 

g _, < i.J1 the infinite dimensional representation. We recall that £2 is a primitive 

root of unity. We consider tlte case m2, = · · · = m,n = 0, i .e. [[m]],. = (p, m2n = 
0, · · · , m,n = 0). It is easy to see the followin g from the fact tlta.t [m11 + 1], = 0 for 

mn = N- 1 

Xjl[[m] ]n , m,1 >= 0, (or mu = N- 1, (12 .1.4) 
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where J[[m]],., m;1 > is a ba is vector corresponding to th e Gelfand pattern for the 

integers {m,1 }. Therefore we Ca.JI res trict the infinite dim e11sional representation 

space into a finite dimensional one. Si11ce the limit q ~ E is well-defined , we have a 

finite dimensional representation of Uq(sl(n)). Jn the Appendix F, a 9-dimensional 

color representation of Uq(s/(3)) is presented for an illustration . 

It is interesting to note that the color representation is closely related to the 

cyclic repr esentation [10,23,9] of Uq(g) a,\ roots of unity. From the cyclic represen

tations we can deri,·e th e color represen tations by taking th e continuous parameters 

some special values. However, the R matrices of the color ;end the cyclic repre

se ntation s are completely dilferent. We can not derive the R matrices of the color 

represe nta.tious fr o m th e R matrices of the cyclic representations. vVe note that the 

formers are derived from the uni,·ersal R matrix wlti.le the !atters are not. 

Summary: Th e color representations !tave the following different properties than 

the cyclic represen tations . (J) The color representations have both the higl1est 

weight and tl1 e lowest weight vectors. (2) The standard unh·ersal R matrix giYes 

the R matrix of the color representation. 
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A Proof of colored braid relation for G(a, (3; +) 

Recall the next useful formulas (see [28] ). 

[:L [m:l+qm-n[:=~L 

l:L [m,~lq"+[:=:L 
(z;m)q = f(-z)" [:] qn(n-1)/2. 

n=O q 

Moreover we use the following formulas. 

(A.l) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A .4) 

(A.S) 

In this appendix we will pro1·e that tlte colored braid matrix given in section 3 

satisfies colored braid relation: 

where 

2::= GjZ(a, /3; + JGU(a, ·1; + )G'~(/'i>Y; +) 
),k,/ 

L Gt(/3,7; +)G~(a, 7; +)G~j(o,/3;+). 
j,k,l 

Gj(a,/3;+) = - ~ { 
[~ .. (~).,we>bwbd, 
0, 

if a+ b = c+ d, 

if a+ b ;lc c + d, 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

(note that it is sufficient to ptove (A .7) in tl1e case that /, F, J<, u, 17, K. have special 

values, so we may put 

see [28]). 

( ) 
(a; a).., 

Fa,a=-(-)' w;a w 
!=!1.= 1, V=1/= 1(,=0, (A.9) 

The colored braid relation for the N-s tate colored braid matrix is derived from 

that for the ilrftnite-state colored braid ma.trLx using the following. 

[ 'nn ] ... = 0, _ for m2N> max{n,m-n}, (A.lO) 
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w.here w is a primitive N-th root of unity. Therefore we s how the colored braid 

relation for the colored braid matrix of the infinite-state case. 

L G~f(a,f3; +)G~(et,"{; +)G~~(fJ,?; +) 
) ,k,l 

= L ct(tJ. ?; +)Gj(a, I; +)G~j(et,/3;+). 
;,k,l 

Here the infinit e-stale colored braid matrix is gi'•en by 

if a+ b = c+ d 

if a+ b of. c +d. 

(A.ll) 

{A.12) 

Replacing a, c, k, I by a+ J, c + e, k + J, I+ e respect ively, each side of (A .ll) is 

as follows. 

LHS = 2:; k I (1] (a+ f) crbgb(k+ fl ['+•] (k+ f) cr•g•f rc+ ej (') Ri+egd(l+e) 
; , • b q k+ f o.,q e q f o,q l+e q d {J,qP 

= (•+f) [c+ej ab+'"'qbf+•f+ed"' ('l [c) (1) {3 ' bk+dl (A.lJ) f o,q e q 1-' l...J;,k,l bJ q I q d {J,q q 

(I= k , j =a+ b - k by charge conservation) 

R.HS = (a+ f) [<+<] ab+•tJ•qbf+ef+ed 2:; . [d) [c) (b) qkl 
/ o,q e q ),k,l 1 q I q 1 {J,q 

(/ =c+ k- a, j = d- k) 
(A.H) 

We introdu ce tlt e following symbols. 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

M'j = {A.17) 

The proof of (A .ll ) is reduced to Lemmas A.l aud A.3 below. 

Lemma A.l L~t(fJ) = ilf:j({J). 

Proof. By (A.2) we have 

(A. I8) 

Fu rth er we have 

(A.19) 
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We use (A. 18) and (A.l9), to obtain 

(A.2D) 

ln a similar way, by using 

(A.2l) 

(A.n) 

we have 

(A.23) 

Hence L~(fJ) and k£:)([3) have the same recursive formula. Since we can check that 

they have the same initial value, we obtain the required formula. 0 

Remark A.2 The initial condition r:!b,o(f3) = u:~b,o(f3) is reduced to the follow-

ing relation: 

(A.24) 

We can sl10w the equation (A.24) by us ing (A.J) and by induct ion on a. 

Lemma A.3 M:,f(/3) = R~(/3). 

Proof. Since we have 

(d) (b + k) k [k] b d = (f3qb;k)q= L (-f1qb)n n 
p,q {J,q n=O q 

(A .25) 

the coefftcient of (-(J)"q"(n-l)/2 in (~J~ .• M~3(f3) equals to 

2( [:] J ~ kU~l /~•+(a-k)(d-k) 
[dl qbn "' [ C ] [d- nl q<a-k )(d-k ) 
n D a-k k-n 

q k q q 

(u.se (A .4) and (A.S)) (A.26) 

[ell qbn "' [ c l [d'] q<•'-k')(d'-k') . 
n L..J a' -k' k' 

q k' q q 

(a'= a-n, d' = d- n, k' = k- n) 

11t a similar way the coefficient o! (-fJ)"q"(n-l)/2 i.n (t)/l,oR~~(fJ) eq uals to 

[dl q(d+c-a)n"' [ C ] [d'] q(c+k'-a')k' 
n L..J a'- k' k' 

q k' q q 

(A.27) 
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(note thai d + c- a= b by charge consenation). 

Now we introduce the foll o1ving notations. 

u •. d 

R.,d = 

2( [a~ k] q [~] fa-k)(d-k) 

2( [a~ klJ~Lq(c+k-·)k 
We can ced uce thi proof to the next lemma. 

Lemma A .4 Ma,d = Ra,d· 

Proof. By (A.2) we ha1·e 

[dl = [d - 1] qk + [d - 1] . 
1.: k k- 1 q q q 

By using (A .30) we can obtain 

(A.28) 

(A.29) 

0 

(A.30) 

Ma ,d = q"Ma,d-1 + Ma-l,d-1· (A.3l) 

With this recursive [orm.ula we can prove 

(J- q")Ma,d-1 = (1 - qc-a+d)Ma-l,d-1 (A.32) 

by induction of d. By (A.31) and (A.32) we have another recursi1·e formul a 

(A.33) 

01t the other hand we use 

[dl = [d- 1] d-k [d- 1] 
k k +q k- 1 ' 

q q q 

(A.34) 

to obtain 

Ra,d = R a,d-1 + qc- a+d Ra- l,d-1· (A.35) 

Renee M. ,d and Ra ,d have the same recursive formula. Since we can check that they 

have th e same initial value, we obtaiu M. ,d = Ra,d· 0 

B Proof of Inversion relations and the Markov 

trace prop erty 

ill tl1is appendix we s how the first and second inversion relations and the Markov 

\race property. For tlte fir st and second in version relations we prove th e relations 
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for the infinite state braid matrix G(±). By substituti ng q =win the first and 

second inversion relations for the infinite state colored braid ma.triJ<, we obtain 

th ese rela t ions for theN -state colored braid matrices. 

We use the following expression (or tlte inverse o[ the infinite state colored braid 

matrix G(-). 

G:j(a,,B;-)= a1fqclfa,1fqa q ' 
{ 

[d] (b) -a -ac 

0, 

if a+ b = c + d, 

if a+ b o1 c + d. 

(1) Fi'r st in version relation: 

G(a,,B;+)G'(a,,B; -) = G(a,,B; -)G(0",,8;+) = irlv~w· 

Proof. 

•.! 

L [b] [e] (/) (c) f-a fd-•• 
•.! _e 1/q d q a 1/a,lfq f o,qa q 

[~] q ( : ) a/(d-b)- (b-d)(b-d- 1)/2 ~( -1)"' [b ~' dl r(m-1)/2 

[!] (:) q•(b-d)-(b- d)(b-d-1) f2(1 ;b- d)q 

q o,q 

6w6ac· 

(2) Second ·inversiolt relation: 

L C~j(a,,B; + )C~(a, ,8;- )wd-• 
e.J 

L C~j(,B, a;-)C~(,B, a;+ )w4
-• 

•.I 

(B.l) 

(B2) 

(B.3) 

0 

(B.4) 

Proof. By setting x = 1/g , we can show the second inversion relat ions (B.4) (or 

th e i.nftnit e-state colo red b raid matrix from the following lemm a. 

Lemma B. l 

E G~j(a,,B; + )G~(a,,B;- )x•-d = [~L (:) 
0

}qx; c- d)q, 

l:C~j (,B,a;-)C~(,B,a; +)x•-d = [~] (~) (qx;d- c) •. 
e,f q f}, q 
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Proof-

L [c] [e] (a) (f) e-d •f-bd e-d 

= •f e q d J/q f o,q b 1/o,l/q 0' q X 

= [~] (:) L [: = ~] (-X )•-dq(•-d)(<.-d+l)/2 

q o,q e/ q 

=[~](:) (xq;c-d) 0 . 

q a,q 

We can show the equation (B.6) in the same way as (B.S). 

(3) :Markov trace property: 

L c:i(a, a;+ Jw-b = 1, 
b 

Lc:i(Oc,cr;-)w-b = "-(N-1) 

b 

(B.7) 

0 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

In the eqs. (B.8) and (B.9) we have assumed the normali za tion of the colored braid 

matrices (7.2.5) as 

f(cr,f3;w)= I. 

(a) Eq uation (B.8) 

Proof. Let us introduce the followiJlg notation 

where 

Then we have 

N-1 

m 

Zm(z, q) = L Qmk(z, q), 
/o 

L c:t(a,a;+lw-k 
k;Q 

a 

L Q.k(aw-1 ,w) = z.(aw-1• w). 
k;O 

We can show the following recursion relation (see [28]). 
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(B.JO) 

(B.ll) 

(B.12) 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 

Using th e equation (B .14.) we have the following: 

m-1 m 

Zm(z,q) = L(1-zgm+k)Qm-1k(z,q)+ Lzqm+k-IQm-lk-1(z,q) 
k;O k;J 

m-l rn-1. 

L (1 - zqm+k)Qm-lk(z, q) + L zq"'+kQm-Jk(z , q) 
k;O k;O 

m-1 

L Qm-lk(z,q) 
k;Q 

Zm-l(z, q). (B.15) 

It is easy to see that Zo = 1. Therefore we obtaiJl Zm(z,q) = 1 by induction 011 m . 

Thus we have the iVlarkov trace property (B. )- 0 

(b) Equation (B.9) 

Proof. Let us calculate the left hand side of the equat ion (B.9) in the case 

a= 0. 
N-l 

L cgt(a, a;-Jw-k 
k;Q 

N-l 

L (cr-1; k)l/ww-k 
k;Q 

N-1 

cr L {(cr-1 ;k)1/w-(cr-1;k+l)1tw} 
k;Q 

cr(1 - (cr-1; N)11.,) 

cr(1- (1- er-N))= cr-(N-l) (B.l6) 

We now define the following quantity. 

s~ .• = ~
1 

[:] (:) a•g•'+k. 
k=a q a,q 

(B.J7) 

Then we have 
N-J 

L c:tca,a;-)w-k 
k;Q 

2:: .. -A -a'l-J;. N-1 [k] (k) 
= k;a a 1/w a l/o,J/q 0' w 

sr,a,l/w' (B.18) 

We can show th e following lemma. 

Lemma B.2 

S" = (1 - cr - l) aq•+' s•-1 + (l - aq")_i__s•-,1 + [N] (N) qN. (B.l9) 
o-,q 1 - qa aq,q 1 - qa o:q ,q a q a a,q 

By substituting in (B.l9) cr and q by 1/cr and 1/w, respec tively, and by discussing 

induction on a, we obtain th e Markov tr ace property (B.9). 0 
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c Proof of Proposition 7.12 

In this appendix we use the coloted braid matrix used in Appendi."l: A. 

LetT be any (2.2)-tangle whose open strings have colors a, fJ and let 71, T2 be 

tangles closing one compOltent ofT as in Fig C.l. 

Fig C.l 

Let W~ d enote th e invariant of T wlten each end l1as a bond charge a, b, c, d. That 

is, w~ is defined by 

(C.1 ) 

(note that W
0
"J' = 0 unless a+ b = c + d by charge conservation). The invariants </J 

of T 1 and T2 are given as follows by usi ng Lemma 4.4. 

</J(TI) id v 

¢J(T2) = fl(N-I)/2 (~
1 

wgrw-k) idv 
k~o 

Since the formula of Proposit ion 7.12 becomes 

we can reduce tlle proof of Proposition 5.3 lo the .next lemma. 

Lemma C .l We ha11e the f ollowing two formulas. 

where 

Proof. 

N-l 

~ w}:gwk 
k~o 

N-1 
" l"Ok -k LJ "' Ok w 
k~o 

for wN/2 =-1, 

for wN/2 = l. 

Fig C.2 

Since two tangles in Fig C .2 give the same invariant , we have 

(C.2) 

(C.a) 

(CA.) 

(C.s) 

(C.6) 

(C.7) 

With (C.S) we can prove the ttext formula by induction of a from a= N- 1 down 

to a= 0. 

Put a= 0, the11 we obtain (C.5). 

Fig C.3 

In a similar way witlt Fig C.3, we obtain the next formulas a11d (C.6) . 

w;;!'(l - flwd-l )etw0 

N-1 
~ wgtw-• 
k~d 

(C.9) 

(C.lO) 

(C.ll) 

0 

D Symmetries of the colore d braid matrices 

We discuss symmetries oi the colored bnid matrices in this sectio11. These symme

tries will be useful for calculation of the colored link invariants. We introduce th e 

following notati.on for the ma!r.ix elements of the tangle diagrams. 

U'(a, w)ab = (<f>(U,)tb 

U1(a,w).b = (</J(U!)).b 

(/'(a,w).b = (q,(fl,)).b 

U1(a,w).b = (t/J(UI)).6 

We have the following proposition. 

Proposition D.l Mirror symmetry: 

G~(a,fl;w;+) 

U'(a,w)ab 

U'(a, w)ab 

a-(N -l)f<wbf2o.+b,N-t, 

Ci(N-I) f<w -a/2 Oa+b,N -I' 

Ci(N -l)f4w-•f20atb,N -I• 

et-(N -l )f<wbf2oa+b,N-1· 

Gt:,.(1/et, 1/ fJ; 1/w;-), 

U1(l/cr, 1/w)~>a, 

fj/(Jfa, 1/w)oo· 
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The N-state colored braid n1atrices have crossing symmet ry. For simplicity we 

use the symmetric expressio n for the colored braid mauices . 

G~~(a,/i';+) = ([:]J~] J~),.J~tJ 
112 

(abpdt
2 

wbd, 

G~j(a,/i';-) ([~] llw [~]llw (~) ll)l,Jiw (~) *·IJ 

112 

Proposition D.2 Crossing symmetry 

where 
for wNI2=-1, 

for wNI2 = J. 

(D.3) 

(D.4) 

(D.5) 

(D.6) 

E Colored vertex model for N = 2, 3 and 4 

We prese nt th e Boltzmann weights of a hierarchy of lite N-siate colored vertex 

model for N = 2, 3, · · ·. [29] We recall that we use the notation x = exp u . 

(1) 2-state colored vertex model 

Xo ,JJ(u)i ;i 

X0 p(u)g 

Xop(u) ~;i 

Xo.G(u)i;~ 

Xop(u)~;i 

X0 ,p(u)~:~ 

(1- cr/i'x), 

xj(l- a2)(1 _ pz ), 

(a -P'x), 

(!l-ax), 

J (I - o-2)(1 - fJ2), 

(x -a/i') . (E.l) 

The Bolt~ maru1 weights (E.1) of the 2-state colored vertex models are equivalent 

Lo Lite trigonometric JimjL of the Felderho:f parametrization [38] of the free fermion 

model. We can apply Ute transformatiOJI (6.1.9) to the Boltzmann weights so that 

we have Xoa(u)i ;~ = Xop(u)~; i. The color variables a and P' are related to the 

parameters of the Felderhof parametrization by the following relations. 

sin h( I+ 6)- i 
cosh(1'+6) ' 

a 

sinh(J- 6) + i 
cosh(?- 6) 

(E.2) p 
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Here 1 and 6 arc parameters defi ned in eq.(2 .7) in the Reference [3 ]. 

(2) 3-sLate colored vertex model 

Xo ,)3(1L)~ : i 

Xop(u) i;; 

Xo)l(u)U 

X,.p(u) ) ;~ 

XaiJ (u)i;~ 

x,.JJ(u)~;i 

X.,iJ (uJi:i 

Xop(u)~;~ 

X 0 )3( u)~;~ 

X,.p(u)~;; 

Xa)3(1l)~;~ 

X,.p ( u)~;] 

Xap(u)g 

x,.Jl(u)~;~ 

Xa)l(u)~;~ 

(l- a/i'x)(l- a/i'wx), 

xj(J- a 2)(1- /i'2)(1- a/i'wx), 

(a- /i'x) (I- a/i'wx), 

x2 J(I - a 0)(l- aZw)(l - ,62)(1 - /i'2w), 

I JJ- w2 
V (1- a2)(1- p2w) Jl- w X 

xx(a- P'x), 

(a- P'x)(a- pwx), 

(li'- crx)(l- a/i'wx), 

j(l- a2)(l- p2) (1- cr/i'wx), 

.I JJ- w2 
V (1 - a2w)(1 - p2) Jl - w X 

xx(P- o-x ) 

( (1 - a 2
) ( 1 - P2w) x

- (!i'- ax ) (-aw+ Px)), 

I Jl- w2 
V (1- a 2)(1- /i'2w)~(a- /i'x), 

x(x- af3)V(1- a2w)(1- f32w), 

(1 + w)(a- P'x)(x- ali'), 

(li' - ax)(P'- awx), 

I J l- w2 
V (1- !i'2)(1 - a2w)~(,6- ax), 

j(l- a 2 )(1 - a2w)(1 - p2)(1 - p2w), 

(1 + w)(f3 - w)(x- a-li'), 

j(l- a 2w)(l- /i' 2w)(x- o-/i'), 

(x- a!i' )(x- a/i'w). 

We recall Lhat w is a 3-rd root o( unity but 1 for N =3 case. 

(E.3) 

The explicit forms of the Boltzmam1 weights of the 3-sta\e colored vertex model 

are introduced in Reference [29]. 
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(3) 4-state colored vertex model 

Xo,iJ (uJi :i 

Xop(uJi :~ 

X0p (u)~:~ 

X0p ( u);;~ 

Xop(u)::; 

X0 p(u)g 

Xop(tl)~:i 

(I- afjx) (1- afjwx) (1- af3w0 x), 

xj(l- rx3)(l- 1)2) (1 - afjwx) (1- af3w2 x) , 
(a- iJx)(1 - afjwx) (1- afjw2 x), 

x2 j(l - rx2)(1- a 2w)(J- [32)(1 - f32w) x 

X (l-a{3c;2 x), 

J(l- a2)( 1 - fJ2w) Jl- w2 x 
J1-w 

xx(a- /Jx) (1-af]w2 x) , 

(a- fJ x) (a- {Jwx) (1 - a{3w2 x), 

x 3 j(l - a2)(1 - 0'2w)(1- a'w2) 

X V(l -1P)(1 - p2w)( l- f32w'), 

j(l- a 2)( l - a2c;)(l- fJ2w)(l- fJ2w2) 

~ 
~x2 (a-fJx), 

v 1 -w 

V(l - a2)(1 - fJ2w2) J 1 - w3 x 
JJ=W 

xx (a- fJx) (a:- {Jwx), 

(a- ,6x) (a- fJwx) (a- ,6w2 x), 

(fJ -ax) (l- a,6wo,;) (1- a[Jw2x), 

V(l - a 2)(1- {3 2 ) (1 - a,6wx) ( 1- afJw2x), 

.I J1 -w2 

y(l-a2w)(l- (32 )--- x 
JJ=W 

xx ({3- ax) (1- a,6w2 x), 

(J -a{3w2 x)((l- a2
) (1- fJ2w) x

- (,6- O'x)(-aw + fJx)), 

.I J1- w2 
y(1- a2)(1-{Pw)--- x 

J1-w 

X (a - /)x) ( l - a{Jw2x) , 

j(J - a 2w)(l- a2w2)(l - (32)(1 - f32w) x 

~0 
x JJ _ w x· ({3 -ax) , 
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A-oiJ( U )~ :~ 

X0p(1L)g 

Xap(u)t~ 

X0 p(u)g 

V(1- o2w)(1- f32w)((1- tP) (1 -a2w2) x2 -

-(l +w)x(-fJw+ax)(a-fJx)), 

(a- fJx)((l -a2 f3 2
) (1- w

3
) x-

-w(-pw + a x)(a- f3x)), 

J1- w3 I 
Jl _ w V (1- a 2)(1 - f32w2) (a- f3 x) (a- fJwx) , 

x2 J1- o: 2wj(l- a2w2)(1 - (32w)(1- fJ2w 2) x 

x (-(afJ)+ x), 

J(l- w3)(1 - w3) .I 
x 

1 
_ w y(l- a2w)(l- fJ2w2) x 

x (- (afJ) + x)(O'- {Jx), 
(1- w3 ) (- (afJ) + x)(a- fJx)(a- (Jwx) 

l- w 

([3- ax)(fJ- awx)(1- a{Jw2 x), 

V(l fJ')( " )J1- w2 " - - l- a·w ~([3- ax)( 1 - afJw·x) , 

j(l- a 2 )(1 - Cl2w)(l- fJ2)(J- f32w) (1- a(Jw2 x), 

I ~ V (1 - a 2w2)(1- {32 ) JJ _ w x(fJ- ax)(fJ- awx) , 

(fJ- ax) ((l- a 2 f32
) (1- w3

) x-

-w ([3- ax) (- (aw) + fJx )) , 

V(1- a 2w)(l- {32w)((l - a2
) (1- fJ2w2) x

- (l + w) (fJ- ax) (-aw + fJx)), 

V(l- a 2)(1 - a2w)(J - fJ2w)(l- fJ2w2) x 

~ 
x~(o-fJx), 

x J(l- w2)(1- w3) /(1- a2w2)(l- p2w) X 
]- W V 

x (-a,6 + x)({J- ax), 

C(l -a2 w) (1- fJ 2w2
) x-

- (l+w+w 2)(fJ-ax)(-aw+fJx)) x 

x(-af3+x), 
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X 0 p(u);:: 
X0p(u)~:~ 

Xop(u)1:; 

X0p(u);:~ 

XaJl(u)g 

Xap(uJ! :! 

x ( -a.B + x) (e>- .Bx), 

xV1 - a2w2Jl- .B2w2 ( -a.B + x) ( -e>,Bw + x), 

l -w3 

-. - (- (o.B) + :>:)(- (o,Bw) +:>:)(o- .Bx), 
1-w 

(.8- e>:>: ) (.8 - awx) (.8 - oo?x) , 

,j(1- c/lcP)( l - fP)~(.B- e>x)({J - e>wx) 

v':l="W 

j(l- a2w)(l- a 2w2)(1- ,82)(1- ,B2w) x 

J1- w3 

x Jl- w (fJ- ax), 

j(l - o2)( l - a2w)(l - o2w2) x 

x J(l- ,82)(1- ,B2w)(1- JJ2w2), 

(1- w3 ) (-(a ,B)+ x) (.8- o:x)(.B- awx) 

j(! - a2w)(l- a2w2)(1- tPw)(!- ,B2w2) x 

x (-(afJ) + x), 
(1- w3 ) (- (a,B) + x)(-(a{Jw) + x)(fJ- ax) 

1-w 

Jc1 - o 2 w2)(1- fJ2w2 ) ( -a.B + x) ( - a{Jw + x), 

(-a.B+ x)(-a.Bw+ x) (-a,Bw 2 + x). 
We r call that w =±V-i [or N = 4. 

F Color representation of Uq(sl(n)) 

(E.4) 

We present matrLx representations of the generators of Xf, J(; for i = 1 , 2 of 

Uq(sl(3)) [or color representati011 with [[m]}J = (p ,O, O) (p E C) a11d q = E = 

ex:p(1ri/3) (N = 3). All the poss ible Gelfand patterns lm12 , m 11 , mzz > are given by 

the following: IO >=(0,0,0), 11 >=(1 ,0,0) ,12 >=(1,1,0),13 >=(2,0,0), 14 >=(2,1 ,0),15 >=(2,2,0), 

16 >= (3 , 1,0), 17 >= (3 , 2,0), IS>= (4,2,0). We define matrix elements on the 

Gelfand-Zetlin basis by Xlm >= L:~,~0 (X):;'In > form= 0, 1, · · ·, 8. 

The explicit matrix elements of the generators are given as follows. 

(X{)~ = 1, (X{)~=~' (X{)~= ~' (X{)~= [2], 
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(X])~ 

(XiW 

(Xi)~ 

(X2)6 

(X2)~ 

(K!);;' 

1, (XI)~= J[2],, (X])~= Jfij., (Xi)~= [2], 

J[pj:, (Xi)j = j[2],[p- 1], (Xi)~ = j[p- 1], 

j[p- 2].[2],, (Xj")~ = ~' (Xj)~ = J,----[p---3]-,[2-]., 

J[i,, (X:J)r = j[2],[p- 1], (X;)~= )lP- 1], , 

j[p- 2],[2]., (X:J)~ = J[p- 2], (X:))~= J,--[p---3]-,[2-],, 

Here we recall p is a complex parameter. 

(F. l) 

Lei us construct color represertiations of Uq(sl(n)). We assume m2n = 1113, = 
= m,, = 0, i.e. [[m]], = (p, m 2, = 0, · · ·, m,, = 0). Let p be a complex param

eter. We ' eplace the integer m1n in [[m]], by p. Let m 1,_1 take any integers bu i 

conditions m1n-1 2: 1Mn and m1n-l 2: mlu-2· Then we have infinite dimensional 

color rep[eSeiilations, where p is \l1e color va,iable. The ma\rix representations of 

the generators xt' If; (i = 1, ... 'n) in the infinite dimensional representation are 

given in the following. 

x;- lm > 

Xtlm> 

K1 1m > 

x;;-_Jim > 

x;_,lm > 

J[m11+1- 11l1j]q[m11 - m11-1 + l]qlm,1 + 1 >, 

j[m!;+l- m11 + 1]q[mJ;- ffil;-1]qlmr1 - 1 >, 

qm';+J +m, 1 -t-'2nL'llrn >, 

for j = 1,-- ·, n- 2, 

j[p- m,,_J]q[mln-1- m1n-2 + 1]qlmh,-l + 1 >, 

J[p- ffiln-1 + l]q(mln-1- 11l1n-2]qlm1n-1- 1 >, 

qp+mln-2-'2m,,._,lm >. 

Here we have assum ed tl1 at m 1o = 0. 

(F .2) 

Let us restrict the infinite dimeJtsional represeutation in to a finite dim ensional 

one. Lei w be a primitive N-th root of unity: 

Zrris 
w=exp(N), (N , s)=l. (F.3) 

Here the symbol (a, b)= 1 means that tile integers a and b ltave no common divisor 

except 1. Let € denote a square root ofw: E = exp(rrisfN), 

( N, s) = 1. We take the limit q - f ill the in finHe dimensional color representation 

(F.2). Note that [m11 + 1], = 0 for m 11 = N- 1. We have 

Xjlm >= 0, for lm >with m11 = N- 1. (F.4) 
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Therefore we can restrict t.lte infinite dimensional representation space btto a finit e 

dimen ional one. Sin e~ th e limit q- f is well deftned, we have a finit e dimensional 

represent at ion of u.(sl(n)). The dimension of the color representation is given by 

N"- 1• We have explici t matrix representations for the generators . 

x,-lm> 

x,+lm > 

K1 lm > 

x;;-_,lm > 

. .\;;_rim> 

Kn-dm > 

.j[m,1+t - m 11],[m11 - m11-1 + 1J , Im11 + 1 >, 

.j[m11+r - m11 + Jj , [mti- m,1_t],lml1 - 1 >, 

for j=l,· ·· ,n-2, 

J[p- mrn -I] , [mtn-1 - mln-2 + 1J,Imln-1 + 1 >, 

J[p- 7nJn-l + 1],[mln-1- mln-2],1mtn-1 - 1 >, 

(F.s) 

We 11 ote again that pis a complex parameter. Thus we ltave obtained finite dimen

sional color represemat ions of Uq(si(n)) with q roots of unity. 
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Figeure Captions 

Fig. 2.1. 1 Vertex Configuration {a, b, c, d}. 

Fig. 2.1.2 IRF Configuratio11 {a,b,c,d}. 

Fig. 4.4.1 Restricted weight lattice and restriction lines (or s1(2ll) IRE' model of 

them chanism T (r = 5). 

l!'ig. 4.4.2 ReslTicted weight lattice for g/(111) IRF model with r = 3. 

Fig. 6.2.1 X1 , 1,(u;- u,):;:: denotes the Boltzmann weight for the vertex configu

ration {a;,a1 ,b;,b;} at the intersection of the i-th and j-th strings. 

l!'ig. 10.1.1 Trivalent vertex The edges have colors p1,p2 ,p and variables ZJ.z2 ,z. 

l!'ig. 10.1.2 Relations E1 ~ E7. 

Fig. 10.1.3 We assign the following weights to the elemeTLlS of the graph tangl e 

diagrams. 

(a) Identity diagram. Ig = Oab, (I")l: = Oab 

(b) Creation-an1tihilalion diagrams. 

(U,)ab = q -p(N-J),-boa+b,N-1 

(UI)ab = qp(N-I)EaOa+b.N-1 

(U,)ab = qp(N-I)£"6a+b,N-I 

(Ui)ab = q-p(N-t),-b§a+b,N-1 

(c) Braiding diagrams 

G(pt,P2;+)~ and G(pt,P2;-)~~ 

(d) Vertex diagrams. 

We assign the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient Gcp 1,p2 ,p;z1,z2 ,z) both to the two 

vertex diagrams v and v'. 
l!'ig. 10.2.1. The color of the closing edge (or component) is P3· 
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